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immons To Ask Decision On New Hospital Soon

ew Highway Job
s Big Operation,
atkins Advises

Boosts Demo Chances

Lexington Editor, Widely
Respected, Will Bring
Party Unity, Leaders
Here Believe

Bridge Over Donaldson
Creek, 3 Culverts Will
Require 2 0 4 , 4 5 8

Lbs.

Of Reinforcing Steel
Construction of the Princetontovidence

highway,

»hich was published
^ader last

week,

is

news

in

of

The

scheduled

"a Federal Secondary project,
7ith bids therefore subject to
ptance by the Public Roads
administration", the State High
Department
advised this
jewspaper Tuesday.
District Highway E n g i n e e r R o ?rt Garland will b e at the c o u r t -

jouse here Tuesday night, Feb.
S, at 9 o'clock, for the purpose
:,f' going over this work with
respective bidders, T h e

Leader

further advised,
i Contractors will submit bids
t a public letting at Frankfort
larch 7, for 4.047 miles of this
joad, the latest information dis, with the contract covergrade, drain and ' traffic
>und surface. In line with poly of the department, applicaon of bituminous surface must
delayed pending base stabil;ation, the highway commissionsaid.
Another bridge and 3.172 miles
If the same road lying in Hopins county has been programied for a later letting, the Highay Department advised The
eader Wednesday.
"The job will require moving
(10,553 cubic yards of excavalon and clearing and grubbing
|7 acres", J. Stephen Watkins
Ijghway commissioner said. "The
-ade, ditch to ditcTi, must be
feet, while the roadway sur:e, shoulder to shoulder, will
24 feet. Travel surface will
16 feet.
"The concrete bridge over
onaldson Creek and three culert structures will require 204,pounds of reinforcing steel,
early l.OftO cubic yards of conete, 4,615 lineal feet of piling,
ore than 1,000 feet of entrance
ipe will be required to comJete drainage with 1,422 feet of
"ainage or culvert pipe.
"Surfacing will use nearly 5,W tons of crushed limestone.
contractor will be allowed
0 days to complete the proct, including bridge and culirt. The contract will include
moval of the old bridge after
;e new one is completed and
en to traffic."
The bridge consists of thirteen
•foot reinforced concrete girdspans, supported on pile bents.

-V. Tom Collins
ttends Convention

Rev. Tom Collins, pastor of
First Christian Church, left
onday for Lexington to attend
i State Convention Committee
Christian Churches
which
(as held at 10 o'clock Tuesday
the State office of Christian
urches of Kentucky.
Plans
discussed for the Owensro convention which will be
;ld in May.
t Managers' Meeting
pi Merl Drain, manager of the
inceton J. C. Penney store, is
St. Louis this week attending
oup meeting of store manas. He is expected home today.

Democratic Hopes
Given Big Lift By
Underwood Move

Tom R. Underwood

Jimmy Gray
Dies At Ft. Bragg
Body Being Sent To
Home Of Foster
Parents Here

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
received
a telegram
Tuesday
noon advising them of the death
of their adopted son, Pvt. Jimmy
Gray, 17, which occurred at Ft.
Bragg, N. C. that morning, from
asphysiation.
Details concerning his death
had not been learned Wednesday noon.
The body will be
brought here for the funeral and
interment, Mr. Fralick said Wednesday.
Private Gray, a former student
of Butler High School, joined
the Army in August and was
recently hospitalized at the station hospital at Ft. Bragg suffering from pneumonia.

Postoffice To Close
All Day Sat., Feb. 22
The local postoffice will be
closed all day Saturday, Feb. 22,
Washington's birthday, it is announced by Postmaster John S.
Mahan. City and rural delivery
will also be suspended that day,
he said.

Day Of Prayer To
Be Held Friday

Methodists, Presbyterians, Christians To Take
Part In Annual Service

The annual
World Day of
Prayer service will be held at
3 o'clock Friday afternoon, at
Ogden M e m o r i a l
Methodist
Church.
Young people and adults from
the Methodist Church, Central
Presbyterian Church,
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, and
the First Christian Church will
take part in the program which
consists of music and responsive reading.
The service is sponsored by
the United Council of Church
Women of New York and is
held annually the first Friday
in Lent.
All churches in the community
and county are invited to attend the service.
Mrs. Robert O. Nash has returned from a visit to relatives
in Memphis, Tex., and is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Prince, Green street.

(By Pennyriler)
Congressman Earle C. Clements, Morganfield, got ioto the
race for the Democratic nomination for Governor at the start of
this week and the strongest portent for success of the Democratic nominee in November
came with the announcement,
not of the Clements candidacy,
which has been expected for
months, but with its accompanying statement that Tom R. Underwood, Lexington editor and
widely respected party stalwart,
will be State campaign chairman for the Second district aspirant.
Editor Underwood's entrance
into the primary contest between
Mr. Clements and Harry Lee
Waterfield, speaker of the Kentucky House of Representatives
and at present, according to polls
and other credible information,
far in front for the gubernatorial
nomination, is considered
by
D e m o c r a t s hereabouts and
throughout the State to give the
best possible promise of party
unity in the general election . . .
and therefore is good news, even
to the most ardent of Waterfield's supporters.
First, last and all the time for
a generation and more, Tom Underwood and the Lexington Herald have stood at the top of the
list among Democratic leaders
in Kentucky, experienced party
men say; and the Lexington editor's Democracy is of such a
brand as to guarantee a much
fuller measure
of cooperation
among factions backing the candidates in the primary, when it
comes time to make the real
issue against the GOP, in November.
Hence, it appears there will be
no sulking in the tents of the
defeated primary candidate . .
for it may be taken for granted,
observers say down here in the
Gibraltar district where sentiment is rife for Waterfield, that
the front - running newspaper
publisher and his backers will
rally staunchly to the nominee,
no matter whom he may be .. . .
and that Underwood will brook
none" on his side.
Tom Underwood, most First
district Democrats believe, should
still be the titular head of the
party as he was as chairman of
the State Central and Executive Committee until ousted in
the State Convention following
the Donaldson
defeat, when
Democratic discord was at its
height in Kentucky.
The Lexington editor is widely popular with leaders of all
factions and the rank and file.
He probably
could have had
the nomination for Governor to
succeed Keen Johnson, many believe, and again this year would
have been a formidable candidate had he permitted his name
to go before the electorate.
* hnse who know him best say
Underwood holds no grudges, is
interested primarily in good government, which he believes is
best attained with Democrats in
(Please turn to back page)
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eaders Chosen For Annual "sSr
ed Cross Campaign Here

. .
m
r.-y
3
ommittee men and women to Chandler, Rudolph Cox, Fred
fe in the annual Red Cross Pickering. J. D. Simpson, W. G.
Paign, which will start March Oden, W. J. Kennedy, Burhl
"ere announced this week by Hollowell, Clausine Baker, LaySetger, campaign chairman ton Hall Herman Brown, Rothe Caldwell County Red bert Parsley, Herman Mitchell,
La be Hogan, Willie Larkins,
«s chapter.
a s t year's Red
Cross cam- James McCaslin, Clifton Carter,
in quota for Caldwell county John F. Graham, John Call, Jake
15900, James McCaslin, Myers, Thomas Lacy and Frank
Pter president said, and this Linton.
Annie E. Smith, Jimmie Sprow
F something less than half
t amount is asked, the need and Oliver Monday are in charge
of the Negro section of town.
g not so great,
City School: L. C. Taylor,
aders are: City Residential
•ion, Howard York and Ray- ler High School;' M r s - Charles
d Brown, co-chairmen. The chairman; Virginia Hodge. Butwill be divided into 34 dls- McGough, East Side School. E. R.
with the following serv- Hampton will be in charge of
«n districts: Mesdames J. D. the Dotson High School.
eU . H. p. Blackburn, A. F.
Special Gifts: Tom Simmons,
i n > H. A
Goodwin, John chairman; Gordon Glenn. Gray& Jr., Henry Kseney, Ira , son Harralson. Frank Wood and
J- J
Rosenthal, W. D John Ed Young,
•strong, p a u ] Do r r o h >
B.I City Business District: N. B.

Cameron, chairman;
Clarence
/jKoifinnri •
McGary, Harry Joiner, Jr., Joe
Wilcox, Henry Sevison, Billy
Newson, Howard McGough, Hillery Barnett and W. E. McCaslin.
Fredonia Neighborhood: Seth
Wigginton, chairman; Mrs. Lucile
Morse and Mrs. J. A. Perkins,
residental section. Ray Blackburn will be in charge of the
business district.
Later in the drive, booths will
be placed in the court house,
post office, Farmers National
Bank and the First National
Bank. Mrs. Rumsey Taylor is
chairman and will be assisted by
the Gradutum, Book Lovers,
Parent Teachers Association and
the Homemakers
clubs.
The
Modern Prisclllas, Friday Bridge
Club, Eastern Star and the
American Legion Auxiliary will
also help.

Snipper Victim

Record Attendance
Is Expected At
Sub-Station Meet

Prominent Speakers Will
Discuss Subjects Of
Interest To Farmers
Here Feb. 26-27

Says Sentiment, Money
Here For Health Unit

Two Killed As
Train Hits Truck

A record attendance is expected at the Short Course for
Lavada Patterson, Ed
farmers which will be held at
the Western Kentucky ExperiJackson Victims Of
ment Substation, Wednesday and
Sunday Accident
Thursday,. Feb. 26 and 27. The
Lavada Patterson, 32, and Ed
program begins at 10 o'clock each
day and many topics of general Jackson, 41, a laborer of the
community,
were
and special interest to farmers Scottsburg
killed at 8 o'clock Sunday mornWill be discussed.
ing when the truck in which
The first day the program will they were enroute to town drove
be devoted largely to livestock in front of a passing locomotive,
topics, including hogs, beef cat- according to reports.
tle, animal disease and livestock
The accident occurred
one
breeding. In addition, "The Marmile from the Cedar Bluff Rock
ket Outlook for Farm Products"
Joan Cook, 11, told police in will be discussed by Dr. Dana Quarry, near the viaduct.
Clyde Spickard, coroner, said
Detroit, Mich.,
(Feb. 16) a G. Card, of the College of Agrithe
train crew told him the enscissors wielder snipped off 10 culture, and Dr. H. L. Donovan,
inches of one of her 24-inch president of the University of gineer blew the whistle as usual
braids as she sat in a Detroit Kentucky, will speak on "The at the crossing and that the
truck failed to stop. The train
theatre. Police are hunting a
University and Its Program for stopped as soon as possible after
heavy-set
middle-aged
man
the Future."
the accident, the crew reported.
whose description
coincided
Other speakers for Wtdnesdgy It was traveling about 20 to 25
with a report Jan. 16 by a 13year-old girl who lost part of include: Smith Broadbent, Jr., miles an hour and the engineer
a long braid. (AP Wirephoto) Trigg county, "Profitable Beef said he didn't see the truck unProduction;" W. R. Perry, field til his engine was about 15 or 20
secretary of the Western Pure- feet from it.
bred Livestock Breeders' AssoFuneral services for Lavada
ciation, "Breeding Stock in KenPatterson were held at 2:30
tucky;" Grady Sellards, Experi- o'clock, Monday afternoon at the
ment Station, Lexington, "Pro- grave, with burial in Cedar Hill
ducing More Pork in 1947;" Dr. Cemetery, the Rev. David W.
Plans Made To Honor
Ross Brown, Experiment Sta- Schulherr, of the Central Pres4-H Members, Sponsor
tion, Lexington, "Prevention and byterian Church, officiating.
Control of Livestock Diseases."
Courses For Clerks
Funeral services for Mr. JackThursday's program deals prin- son were held at 1:30 o'clock
The Princeton Retail Mercipally with soil improvement,
chants Association will hold its fertilizers and pasture mixtures. Monday afternoon at the Morgan
Funeral Home, with the Rev.
next meeting at 8 o'clock Tu^r- Dean Thomas P. Cooper, .direcH. G. M. Ha tier, of the First
day, Mar. 11, at the KU buii
build- f-t6r of the Kentucky Experiment Baptist Church, in charge. Buring, E. L. Williamson, president, Station, will give an address on ial was in the Oliver cemetery.
"Agricultural Interests,"
and
Lavada Patterson is survived
announced this week.
Darryl R. Francis, agricultural by two children and her father,
The association voted at the
economist. Federal Reserve Bank Fred L. Patterson, of Caldwell
last meeting, February 11, to
of St. Louis, will speak on "Bank county.
lend its influence to Judge James
Credit For Soil Conservation."
Jackson is survived by his
A. Vinson, -of Eddyville, in his
The second day's program in- widow and five children, and
efforts to have surfacing of Varmint Trace road completed. A cludes: L. M. Caldwell, Prince- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
letter was sent to Highway Com- ton, "Results of Soil and Crop Jackson.
missioner Stephen A. Watkins Experiments at the Western
Kentucky Substation;" Prof. P.
urging this.
E. Karraker, Experiment StaA course for clerks this sum- tion, Lexington, "Fertilizihg for
mer in general salesmanship, Crop Improvement;" Dr. E. N.
sponsored by the University of
Fergus, Experiment Station, LexKentucky, will be offered. The
ington, "Legumes and Grasses
committee in charge of this inWill Supervise, Aid
for Pasture Mixtures," and W. D.
cludes: George Eldred, chairman;
Armstrong, Princeton, "StrawFarm Training ProFrank Gordon, Burhl Hollowell
berries for the Farm Garden."
and Joe McMican.
gram In County
Lunch, for which a moderate
The association voted to raise charge will be made to cover
Members of the advisory committee for the county veterans'
existing dues of all members $3
costs, will be served at the farm
farm training program met in
each.
each day by women of the Christhe office of County Supt. ClifA recommendation was adopttian Church. If they prefer to ton Clift at 11 o'clock Monday
ed wherpby all 4-H Club memdo so, visitors will have time to morning to outline procedure.
bers of Caldwell county will be
drive to Princeton for lunch
It was decided the committee
honored with certificates and a
during the noon recess, S. J. would henceforth pass upon elibanquet at the close of the year.
Lowry, superintendent of the gibility of veterans who apply
The committee on which days
Substation, said.
for this training, review the
retail stores are to be closed this
farming program of each vetyear asked for another 30 days
Says
Farm
Income
Is
eran taking the training and
to complete its survey.
make suggestions for improveA committee which consists of Due For Slight Drop
ments, and help stimulate betJoe Wilcox, chairman; N. B.
G. P. Summers, of the Depart- ter farming practices and better
Cameron, John Morgan and Miss ment of Markets and Rural Fifarm home conditions in the
Carwin Cash was appointed to nance, University of Kentucky,
county.
assist the treasurer in collecting presented a highly informative
Membership of the advisory
dues and to bring into the asso- talk on the farm price outlook
committee: Joe Little, chairman,
ciation merchants who are now or 1947 as guest speaker at the
Soil Conservation Service; W. G.
not members.
Kiwanis Club Wednesday noon. Shoulders, president
Caldwell
He said the indications are that County Farm Bureau;
J. B.
farm income will decline 5 to Lester, president Farmers Na83 Drivers Licenses
15 percent this year and told tional Bank; J. D. Alexander,
Were Suspended In
how merchants and farmers can secretary National Farm Loan
help retard a sharp decline in Association; W. P. Oldham, chairState During January
Frankfort, ( # ) — The Revenue prices of farm commodities. He man AAA; G. M. Pedley, editor
Department suspended 83 driv- said there never has been a Princeton Leader; J. F. Graham,
ers licenses last month for fail- time when the farmer has been county agricultural agent; Henure to comply with the safety prosperous that there was a de- ry E. Brandon, Jr., Farm and
Home Administration supervisor.
responsibility law which became pressed condition in industry.
Others present: Clifton Clift,
effective January 1.
county
school
superintendent;
Commissioner Orville M. How- Band Parents' Club
Wood Holloway and
Charles
ard also announced that 1,887
Hubbard,
farmers'
training
teachTo
Meet
February
24
persons involved in approximately 1,200 reportable automobile
The Band Parents' Club will ers.

Retail Merchants
To Meet March 11

Committee Named
To Help Veterans

accidents last month filed notice of their participation in the
accidents.
A reportable accident is one
involving death, personal injury
or property damage amounting
to $50 or more.

House Being Renovated
For Teen-Age Club

hold its regular meeting Monday
night, Feb. 24, beginning with a
pot-luck supper at 6:30 o'clock
in the Butler High basement, it
is announced by Mrs. John Loftus, Jr. Persons interested in the
band and all parents who have
children in the Beginners' Band
at Eastside School, or the Concert Band and Drill Corps at
Butler High, are urged to attend.

In College Orchestra
Miss Virginia Bowie Satterfield, sophomore at Ward-Belmont College, Nashville, Tenn.,
played the clarinet in the orchestration of the operetta "The
Mikado",- given at Ward-Belmont College and Castle Heights
Miliary Academy last weekend.

The house purchased recently
by Taylor Is With
by Carl Sparks for use of the
Polar Expedition
Teen-Age Club was vacated Mon- Returns From Hospital
bby Taylor, son of Mr. and
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Mrs. Mack Taylor, Good street,
day by the Kem family and reHazel
Majors will be happy to railed December 5 for Little
novation work was started, look
ing toward its early occupancy I h e a r t h a t s h e
recovering from America with the Byrd Expediby the youth group. Partitions a m a J ° r operation performed at tion. They arrived January 15,
are being removed, new fixtures I t h «
Stuart Hospital, Hop- and will return a month earlier
added
in the bathroom, the i kinsville, Feb. 5. Drs. Gaither than expected,
he writes his
foundation fi being repaired and and Bassett were the attending mother. Bobby, a graduate of
other necessary work begun, Mr. slirgeons. She is in the home of | Futler Hich School, joined the
her* sister, Miss Harriett Stallins. Navy in 1945.
Sparks said Wednesday.

Chairman Of Incorporators Says Several
Ways Open To Provide Funds; Explains Blue
Cross Will Keep Institution Out Of Red; Will
Submit Data To Kiwanis, Rotary And Jaycees

The sentiment is here.
So is the money.
Hence, Princeton will soon see the start of an active
campaign designed to provide this community with a modern hospital.
The above is the concensus of proponents of the proposed new Caldwell County Memorial Hospital and indicates
crystalization of opinion favorable to the health center, so
long felt to be the greatest civic need here, according to
leaders of the movement expressed during the last two
weeks.
• *' *
Insistence that a financial camF
paign be started in the immediate future has grown since the
Keen Sits At Big Table
offer of Dr. F. T. Linton was
With President, Cabinet made, to provide land for a playUndersecretary of the Inground, which would necessitate
terior Keen Johnson, held in
a drive for funds, and because
warm friendship by many
other promotions are delayed by
in this community where he
the priority the hospital camlived as a boy, sat at the big
paign is considered by many to
table with the President and
possess.
his Cabinet for the first time
Thos. J. Simmons, for nearly
recently. Secretary Schwela year chairman of a group of
lenback had a cold, so Keen
15 Princeton and Caldwell coungot the call.
He said he
ty citizens named at a meeting
"felt quite elated at this exheld in the Elks' clubroojns to
ceptional experience."
serve as incorporators, told the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
last Thursday night that he expected to present
"within 30
days" an outline of this group's
work and recommendations to a
joint meeting of members of the
Kiwanis, Rotary and Jaycees.
He said he would then ask to
McGee Says Figures
be relieved as chairman and that
Bad O n Church Atthe
sponsoring
organizations
name a new chairman and memtendance Here
bers of a committee to conduct
Attorney
General
Eldon S.
a financial campaign, or to sponDummit, Lexington and Franksor a bond issue.
fort, will be guest speaker at
"One reason why sentiment
the Princeton Rotary Club's annual Ladies' Night dinner meet- has grown rapidly for a modern
ing, scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. hospital here", another speaker
25, it was announced this week. at the Jaycee meeting said," is
Mr. Dummit is a pleasing and that a growing number of our
gifted-speaker, those who have people are going away from
and
heard him say. He is being pro- home to have operations
entire family
minently mentioned as a poten- they and their
tial 'GOP candidate for -Gover- connections realize how much
better it would be if they could
nor.
have been hospitalized here".
Rev. J. L. McGee was guest Also, in a great many instances
speaker at Tuesday night's meet- now, persons needing quick hosing of the club, his subject "Fro- pitalization cannot gain admitlics With Figures". A figure he tance to hospitals in neighborstressed was the fewer than 12 ing towns and cities, because of
percent of Princeton's popula- the great demand for hospital
tion which, he said, attended service today
and the inadechurch services regularly.
quacy of existing hospitals to
The club went on record as carry the increased load of pa"willing to meet" with the Ki- tients, it was brought out.
wanis and Junior Chamber of
Mr. Simmons said he believed
Commerce members to decide that $50,000 can be raised very
about a plan for promoting a quickly and $75,000 to $100,000
modern hospital here.
within a month's time . . . but
to get the $150,000 needed for
a 30-bed hospital would take
District Boy Scout
longer; and it might be necessary
Camp Planned This Year to seek the remainder of the total
Scoutmaster Joe Weeks, Troop needed, which is $190,000, by
No. 42; Scoutmaster John Mer- means of a county-wide bond iscer, Troop No. 39, and R. S. sue". In hand now is a total of
Gregory, W. L. Mays, W. C. $16,430, Mr. Simmons said.
Sparks and G. M. Pedley atMr. Simmons said he and othtended the February meeting of ers interested have assembled a
the Three Rivers District Coun- great deal of information about
cil, BSA, at Marion
Tuesday small town hospitals in other
night. Plans for a district year- Kentucky towns and had made
round Scout camp,
for more several attempts to enlist indivileadership training and further duals here who could, if suffiexpansion of Boy Scout activi- ciently interested, "put this camties in the district this year
p l e a s e turn to page six)
were made and a scoutmasters'
round table was held.
Fred Greer Transferred
To V A Office Detail
Frederick Greer, contact repre& E. Hughes Files For
sentative for the Veterans AdSecretary Of State;
ministration, who has been doing field work the last year, has
Jones Signs Papers
Frankfort — E. E. Hughes, been transferred to the main ofSmithland, clerk of the Court f i c e i n Hopkinsville. tt is anof Appeals.
Monday filed his n o u n c e d t h l s w e e k - M r - a n d M r » papers as a candidate for the G r c e r a n d t h e l r t w o children,
Republican nomination for Se- w i U m o v e t h e r e Saturday,
cretary of State.
Ij
|
His declaration, filed with
Graham To Broadcast
Secretary of State Charles K.
O'Connell, was signed by State
From New Radio Station
Auditor Charles I. Ross, SomerJ. F. Graham,
county
set, and William E. Jones, Princeagent,
will
broadcast
messaton, deputy Appellate Court
ges of interest to farmer*
clerk.
over
the new radio station,
Hughes, who is 61, is the first
WCIF, Madisonville, every
candidate for either political
third Friday, from 12 to 12:45
party to fHe for a major State
o'clock, The Leader was adoffice. He is a native of usually
vised this week. The MadiDemocratic Livingston county,
sonville station is at 730 on
where he served as Circuit Court
the dial and the Caldwell
clerk from 1934 until 1940
agricultural a u t h o r i t y is
planing a series of talks on
Sam Taylor and Horace Taya variety of subjects calculor, Beaver Dam, brother and
lated to help improve farm
brother-in-law, respectively, of
and farfri home conditions in
Fred Taylor, spent Tuesday with
this section.
the Taylors at their home on S.
Seminary street
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Dummit To Speak
At Rotary Dinner
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Pennyrile Postscripts

Toward Better Government
"In a word they (the voters) did not
vote for us (the Republicans) so much
as they voted against the things they
did not like".

[age T
I,1 i n

. |

fort 1

So opined Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
•ftji
Massachusetts, chief spokesman
at last week'B Lincoln Day dinner for
GOP leaders at the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville.

I The o I
lis conjl

krough |
kggest
fcstory ;

And of course Senator Lodge was right.
He was correct also when he told the
Republican leaders of Kentucky, at their
dinner meeting, that the GOP is in Washington "on probation".
We have previously remarked in these
columns how utterly impossible of accomplishment is the task the Republicans have, of untangling the mess in the
Nation's Capitol and of making everybody happy, between now and the next
presidential election.
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The way President Truman's stock has
risen of late has shown us portents which
clearly indicate that even some of the
most stalwart of the Republican leaders,
nationally, no longer feel the 1948 election
is in the bag for their party; and only
young Mr. Stassen has his neck out, to
date, asking for the GOP nomination.

'

f

1

I

A t Louisville the Republicans tried to
resolve their factional difficulties, looking
toward a general agreement upon a gubernatorial candidate who might be as acceptable to all Republicans and as popular with some Democrats as was, and i?
Senator John Sherman Cooper. They did
not succeed, we are told; nor will they,
we believe. Senator Cooper is a standout,
in anybody's party; and his record as a
freshman United States senator is splendid. But Kentucky does not possess many
men of this type who will offer for public
office, in either of the major parties;
which is lamentable.
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At the same time, it is not good sensp
to brand as mediocre the gentlemen whose
names currently are being put forward as
potential candidates for Governor of Ken-

7,v t

ge
th«i 11

Q

— • r - ..

tucky; either in the Democratic or the "You know where your stocks
and bonds are;
Reputyican ticket. Harry Lee Waterfleld,
Yoij are careful to lock your
Earle C. Clements, Kenneth Tuggle, all
car;
comparatively young men, have achieved You guard your silver and
jewels;
considerably in the field of public affairs
Do you know where your xhtl-~
and the full caliber of each m a y b e much
dren are?"
larger than their tests, to date, have reLetta Eulalia Thomas
*
*
*
vealed.
We do not like the tendency so apparIt Is reported the reason Ton\
ent among older leaders of both. major McConnell couldn't go with Cliff
parties in Kentucky to demean the young Wood to join their Missuses in
men looming large today upon our politi- Florida last week was because
he had to stay home and take
cal horizon. W e believe any of the three care of the canary in that .exmentioned above would prove as adept cessive cold weather.
/
*
*
*
and as able as the present occupant of
Rev. Tom Collins, now doing
the Chief Executive's mansion at Frankfort, tho perhaps not so handsome and a fine and effective job for the
First Christian Church here,
urbane. Also, it is not too much to say
once decided he would be a
that Waterfleld, Clements or Tuggle county agricultural agent, and
would be a better Governor than some entered Western State Teachers
we could name who have had that posi- College with that end in view.
He would also have been a hightion in the years of our lifetime.
ly useful citizen in that importSenator Lodge is a much more agree- ant field of endeavor.
able member of Congress and a much
*
*
*
more admirable American than was his
Larry writes me from Florida:
progenitor of the same name and his mes- "I think it is nice of Dr. Linton
sage at the Kentucky Lincoln Day dinner to give that land for a playground and I hope the people
was excellent doctrine for his party and will do it".
good medicine for any true American to
*
*
*
swallow.
A good friend has handed me
In fact, we are getting to the point an editorial clipping from the
where we no longer expect the Nation or Satevepost entitled What Will
the Country Do Without Saturour State to fall apart at the seams when day Night?, in which the editor
the candidate of our choice is defeated in of a small town newspaper is
an election; and latterly we have come quoted "There isn't anything
to hope that in the not too distant future, that does as much for keeping
town and country contacts, which
men and women will insist upon having
so many talk of as important,
candidates of sincerity, honesty and some on a sound basis" (as the stores
stature; will want them to evidence good staying open Saturday nights).
*
*
*
will, capacity for handling big problems,
Well, Fennyriler drew the ire
zeal in well doing . . . will not put the
of all the druggists here some
stamp of approval upon them merely betime back by saying in this colcause they wear a favored political em- umn that they were contributblem.
ing
largely toward
making
When this situation obtains more gen- Princeton a hick town by closing
erally, in Kentucky and elsewhere, we at 6 o'clock; and didn't do any
shall have better men in office, and therefore, better government.

*

*

Mary Lillian Davis, Shelbyville, graduate of the Department of Journalism, University
of Kentucky. 1949, and editor of
the university's year book that
year, is a new member of The
Leader's news staff . . . Bnd doing right nicely too, thank you.
Call her up sometime.
*

i

Literary Guidepost

BX G. M. P.

good; so now we prefer to let
this store closing business remain in the hands of the Retail
Merchants Association. But I do
concur with the Appl«ton, Minn.,
editor in his opinion that the
S m i l-d a y night get-logether
means much to our town And
country folk.
*
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*

*

Regardless of what the three
civic clubs do about sponsoring
a public playground on Dr. F.
T. Linton's farm, with swimming
pool and other recreational facilities . . . the outlook is a bit
dim for a pool at the Country
Club this summer. Costs have
risen to the point where the club
cannot afford the venture right
now, a concensus
*
* Indicates.
*
Altho the Retail Merchants
Association went on record recently as favoring renewal of
the Princeton Horse Show this
summer, provided half the net
proceeds go to the Hospital Fund
. . . there is some apparent difficulty in getting the necessary
leadership lined up, we hear.
This event is a lot of work . . .
but advertises the community
well and favorably; seems to me
much better than the Tobacco
Festival renewal, suggested last
week by the
* Rotary
*
* Club.
Dark tobacco has no bright future here, or elsewhere, for expansion, the big foreign markets
having been largely lost In World
War I. The county is turning to
Burley and livestock, as cash
crops; and to excellent advant-

age The "Capital of the Black
Patch" . . . a title Princeton
once proudly claimed, doesn't
mean much nowadays.
*

*

*

David's, ma was inordinately
pleased last Saturday when that
9-year-old went around seating
the three little girls who attended his birthday party. The
rest of us were flabbergasted.
*
*
*
If little Red Riding Hood lived
today,
The modern girl would scorn
her;
For she had but one wolf to
meet—
Not one on every corner.
—Jazzbo
*

#

*

Here's a little item from a
weekly published back in 1900,
indicating some of the uses for
a paper in those days. Said the
editor:
"Gentle readers, we would like
to add a few more names to our
mailing list and the price is
three cents a copy.Jt is not the
best paper in the world. But it
is worth three cents. First you
read it, then spread it over something, then clean your lamp with
it, and we know perfectly well
you will start the fire with it,
and if that
doesn't make it
worth three cents, at the present
price of lumber, why, don't take
it."
(GTW in Todd County
Standard)

•

*

*

or little secrets resurrected fra
Umj past to disturb the tuifctru
present.
This is a good Book-of-J
Month Club choice for Mail
there is not the terrifir ct...
/ion, nor the passion, of soma]
Steinbeck's previous novels,
it is miture and wise and ham

1

Did You Know?

The ancients made glass
tainers by wrapping molten gi
around a core of land, later
moving the core. Later, man
covered the secret of produc
transparent, rather than ops
glass.

The jarrah tree of Wei
Australia is so fire-resistant tlj
it has been used in place
brick or stone In chimneys
fireplaces. It also is used
conditions
where steel wo
buckle because of heat
• • •
Some oil experts believe t)^
is two and one-half times
much oil In the conti.itj
shelves off shore as there 1
der the world's
land surfaci
• • •
German oil companies are n
ing old submarine hulls in h|
and standing them on end
oil storage tanks.

*

I don't hear much politics
talked
around here . . . but
when I ask, Democrat friends
indicate there will be more voting among the rank and file of
that party this November than
in the last several years . . . No
matter who the Democratic nominees may be.
*

TH« WAYWARD »U», toy J * "
•tainbMk <vikt«iti u-nyBy W. G. Rogers
At a California crossroads Juan
Chicoy, part Mexican and part
lfi»h, ruii» a part-time garageand part-time bus route. His
mate Alice cooks for him and
occasional travelers; Norma is
the hired girl, and Pimples, the
general unhandy man.
As this novel, Steinbeck's first
major work in eight years, is
slowly set in motion by the author's skillful pushing and hauling, a bus load of people la waiting for Juan's next trip: Ernest
Horton, who sells gadgets And
novelties; Mr.. Pritchard on a
trip to Mexico which he does
not want to take; Mrs. Pritchard
who doesn't want to go, either;
their daughter Mildtred. who
wants to go but would rather go
alone; Van Brunt, who has suffered a couple of strokes; and
eventually a girl who, for this
occasion, calls herself Camille.
A bad spell of the weather
which California is reported not
to have washes out roads and
threatens bridges and the little
company sets out with some
misgiving. Their baggage, such
as only Steinbeck could furnish,
consists of inordinate hungers
and appetites probably better left
unsatisfied, of assorted concupiscences woefully misdirected,

*

If your children can look up
to you, you've made a success
in the biggest job of your life.
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Is A Hospital The Answer?

Wft

For sometime there has been a growing apprehension among the people that
the day is coming and not too far off
when the health of the community will
begin to suffer from lack of proper medical care and attention. For that matter
the county already suffers from a dearth
of trained personnel to look after cases
of sickness and disease where the patient
for one reason or another is unable to
gain admittance to hospitals outside of
the county.

s
o
P
C:
£

V

One of the chief causes for this apprehension, if not the foremost, is the disposition of the graduates of the medical
schools to locate in communities where
hospitals are readily accessible. The day
of the country doctor is fast becoming a
thing of the past judging from the very
few young doctors who are taking up
the practice of medicine in rural communities.
The young graduate doctors can scarcely be blamed for the condition, however,
when the length of time that they are
required to go to school; the internship
that they are required to undergo; and
the highly technical training that they
receive is taken into consideration. The
minimum requirement for a medical education now is eight years of college and
two years of internship. It can readily
be seen that few young doctors with this
much medical training are willing to go
into communities to practice where they
do not have hospital facilities at hand
which they can use in their practice. In
some local communities in Kentucky

there is not even one doctor left and
thousands of people go without proper
medical attention.
In looking the situation over in this
county, it has been 25 years or more
since a young doctor has settled in this
community to stay. The day is fast approaching when the doctors
who are
among us and have served faithfully will
not be able to carry on as they have in
the past. In the absence of young doctors to take over, it is plain to be seen
that the county will soon begin to suffer
from lack of doctors. The prospects present a very discouraging picture for the
county's future in medical care, but there
is a solution, if the people of the county
are willing to face the situation and provide for the future.
The Kentucky Statutes provide for the
raising of funds through bond issues by
the counties to build hospitals but upon
which a vote of the people must be taken.
The building and equipping program can
be supplemented by grants of Federal
funds and later on perhaps by a grant
from the State government. With these
outside grants too much of a burden
would not fall upon the county in building
a new hospital. A hospital at Lancaster
would be the inducement for new medical
talent within the county and an insurance
against the plight of some rural communities that are without hospital facilities.
It is time for all. the people of the county
to become concerned about this very vital
problem and let it be known as to how
they feel about the matter.

Princeton

Vl^iftng fo be found
maybe 6yyou/
mm> poking out of that w»dfet aren't
or hundreds either.

Chack Mia chart batow. Pick
the wmtnx* n o * * j f e ' d like
to find in your bank account in 1957. Then start doing some,
thing about finding it. Start baying your Bonds today tim»id>
ome-tbotucmd doiiar motes—three
of them! And that's not all! There are nx hundred Payroll Savings, or at yon* local bank or poat office.

(The Central Record, Lancaster)

How About You?
Herschel Campbell renewed his subscription to the Decatur Republican recently. He also sent the publisher the
following letter explaining how it was
possible:
"In reply to your request to send a
check, I wish to inform you that the present condition of my bank account makes
it almost impossible. My shattered financial condition is due to Federal laws,
state laws, county laws, corporation laws,
brother-in-laws, mother-in-laws, sister-inlaws and outlaws.
"Through these taxes I am compelled
to pay a business tax, amusement tax,
gas tax, head tax, income tax, food tax,
furniture tax and excise tax. Even my
brains are taxed. I am required to get a
business licensfvear license, hunting and
fishing l i c e n ^ T ^ u c k license and a dog
license.
" I am also required to contribute to
every society and organization which the
genius of man is capable of bringing to
life; to woman's relief, the unemployment
relief, the gold digger's relief. Also to
every charitable institution in the city,
including the Red Cross, the purple cross
and the double cross.
" F o r my own safety I am required to
carry life insurance, property insurance,
liability insurance, burglar insurance, tornado insurance, old-age and fire insurance.

h

artd weoen other dollar*, phtsfifty-fourcents P.
change
S. Saving

m that wallet, too
" M y business is so governed it is no
easy matter for me to find out who owns
it. I am inspected, expected, suspected,
disrespected, rejected, ejected, examined,
reexamined, informed, required, summoned, fined, commanded and compelled until
I provide an inexhaustable supply of
money for every-known need of the human race.
"Simply because I refuse to donate to
something or the other I am boycotted,
talked about, lied about, held up, held
down and robbed until I am almost
ruined.
" I can tell you honestly that except for
a miracle that happened, I could not enclose this check. The wolf that comes to
many doors nowadays just had pups in
my kitchen. I sold them and here is the
money."
Publishers Auxiliary

•
It is estimated that American communities have ordered $40,000,000 worth
of fire trucks which manufacturers cannot deliver for some years.
, Per capita steel ingot production in the
United States climbed from 260 pounds
in 1982 to 900 pounds in 1987 only to
drop back to about 450 pounds in 1938.
The first commercial glue plant
found in Holland in 1690.

was

What a find! And did we say that you might
find it? We dkkl

_

pick op that feOOfJ* and cafl It yotmml

The tf»g? Start potting
$6.2* <»«ay wwk i ^ o U . S.
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195.00

1404.20

7.50

2,163.05

390.00

2,009.02
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15.00

730.00
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975.00
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This advertisement sponsored by:
BODENHAMER'S

GOLDNAMER'S

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKSk
WICARSON

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

ARNOLD'S

PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER C<
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THE GARDEN
By

JOHN

Kentucky
•nd

By J. F. Graham

t. Q A R D N I R

College of ABrloulturo
Horn* E c o n o m i c *
MtiilMMIIMIIMWiMiMHHM*

COUPLE INJURED, AUTO BURNS IN FREAK ACCIDENT—
Dwight Mayfield and his wife, Marilyn, both 29, of Berkeley,
Calif., received hospital treatment for burns at San Leandro,
Calif., (Feb. 10) when their auto stalled and Mayfield stepped
on the starter and this explosion and fire resulted. Police theorized the car had stopped over a leaking gas main. (At* Wirephoto)
to livestock farming. Feed supplies will be the limiting factor
in profitable livestock raising.
Continued soil improvement is
essential to meadow and pasture
improvement, and larger yields
of grain to the acre. Improvement in pasture, hay and larger
yields of grain are necessary for
expansion in our livestock program.

Homofanlxcd
Vitamin D Milk

nutrition

l o f f o r family
—
natural goodness plus 4 0 0 U.S.P.
uniti per quart of Vitamin D lot
longer-lasting bonM and teeth.
Crooiwy-do/lciOMS
fftror—homogeniiation
putt c r o o n
in every drop, p t p i up moots, between-moot »na<klt
b o d - timo raids on the ice-box.

•Ttodtixorlt of Vitt» laboratories. Int.

Cmh.hw 1H4. V'tu Uhuatarin* latu. ttotritoa. n. J,

rinceton Cream & Butter Co
Phone 161

The Carlisle County Farm Bureau has purchased 300 pounds
of ladino clover seed for distribution in the county.
There are 121 4-H club members enrolled in the garden project in Boyd county.
Rowan county farmers have
received 10 carloads of mixed
fertilizer and expect to get several more.
Twenty-seven f a r m e r s in
Campbell county reveiced fish
from the state hatchery for
stocking farm reservoirs.
Kobe lespedeza is replacing
the Korean variety on approximately a third of the farms in
Edmonson county.
Ivan Emerson, 4-H club member in Russell county, reported
a net profit of $97 on his poultry flock in one month, or 46
cents a hen.
John T. Cole of Boyle county
sold 406 pounds of tobacco which
had been primed, bringing him
mllk't
$187.50. The cost of priming was

PLANNING II
An adequate graden fur 5
persons require y«-ucre of space,
hhndworked, or Vi-acre, horse
cultivated, but when such space
is lacking a lesser number of
vegetables should be grown, to
produce adequate amounts. Several examples Will be used to
give small gardeners guidance to
help them choose, but adequate
gardens w^l have all of them.
As it takes approximately half
the garden harvest to fill the
winter's store, and as winterstoring "units" are so easy to
compute, and as vegetables for
the winter are relatively more
important, plans here given will
be for the winter vegetables.
But gardeners who have space
enough need merely double the
planting t h e s e computations
show.
To start, an estimate should
be made of how many quart
jars of canned vegetables are
needed. A good weekly budget is
2 cans of tomatoes, 2 of beans,
one each of peas and corn. The
canned vegetable period is approximately 31 weeks.
Taking tomatoes,
5 plants
should make a bushel, and a
bushel cans 17 quarts. Bush
beans should yield 1% bushels
per 100 feet, taking 1 pound of
seed, and should make approximately 28 quarts. (The beans
for caning may come from the
first 3 or 4 plantings, doubled,
before the Mexican beetle has
become "bad,"
but summergrown beans make a better canned product, and plantings made
in June may be doubled, to
make a canning surplus.)

Golden Cross Bantam sweet
corn should average 2V4 ears a
2-stalk hill, and 15 ears can a
pint. The yield of garden peas
is quite uncertain, but in good
years, the half-tall varieties
should produce 30 pints a 100
feet.
Spring-planted Irish Cobblers
should make 4 bushels of potatoes for each peck of seed. One
ounce of turnip seed in a good
season should make 5 bushels;
an ounce of beet seed, 3 pecks
$12.
About 60 4-H boys in Hender- and an ounce of carrot seed, up
son county are feeding 80 beef to 2 bushels. One hundred slips
calves in their project work of early cabbage should make
300 pounds or up to 25 gallons
this year.
of kraut.
Mrs. Garnet Ray of Tomahawk, Marion county, netted
$125 from 135 hens during Janu- Mrs. Roosevelt
ary, the hens averaging 23 eggs.
Approves Statue
Eighteen Pulaski county farmNew York — (AP) — Now
ers were awarded pins at the
that Britain has settled its doFarm and Home Convention for
mestic controversy over the
having produced more than 100
Roosevelt statue for London's
bushels of corn to the acre.
Grosvenor Square, and will dePoultrymen from Crittenden, pict the late President in a
Henderson, Webster and Union standing position, the person
counties have formed a poultry- closest to the last President will
egg cooperative.
find no objection.

The

WINNER!

WOMAN SLAIN IN HOME—Mrs. Ruth Petersen (abo^e), 29,
shown with her three-year-old daughter, Pamela, was found
slain in her Waukegan, 111., home Feb. 12. Her daughter, who
was at home with her at the time, was unharmed. Police said
her husband, Arnold, Sl-year-old department supervisor at the
Abbott Laboratories discovered the slaying when he returned
home from bowling with friends. (AP Photo)

v November 12, 1913. Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Rice, of Fredonia,
moved her* last Saturday and
are pow occupying their home
on S. Jefferson street, until recently occupied by the Kuykendall family. They will reside
here until Spring. Their many
f November 14, 1913. J. H. Wil- Princeton friends are delighted
liams and J. W. Jewell returned to have them in their midst
Wednesday from a ten days'
pleasant and successful hunting
November
13, 1913. Frank
trip at Reelfoot Lake.
Machen, of Cincinnati, is here
for a few days, having arrived
y November 21, 1913. R. L. yesterday.
Gresham, our popular County
Clerk, has been appointed by
Almost 300 4-H club girls in
Gov. McCreary, as one of the McCreary county are enrolled in
large number of delegates to the the good grooming project.
Cumberland River Improvement
Orders have been taken in
Association convention at Nash- Marshall county foi* 182,000 pine
ville, November 26.
and 46,000 locust seedlings.

November 14, 1913. Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian Greer are rejoicing
over the arrival of a pretty
girl at their home Monday night,
Nov. 10. Her name is Mildred
Norman.

OPEN DAILY

1:00 P.M.

Continuous Show

3 DAYS! SUN-MON-TUES. FEB. 23-24-25
Features at 1:15 - 3:59 - 6:33 - 9:07

HUNGER «* tove...(M>*t<iK.i:*%

could totitfof

Before the arrival of Europeans there were no domestic
animals on the North American
continent.

Continuous Show

^ T Y R O N E POWER

N

f

+

* GENE TIERNEY

•

JOHNPMWI

NOW SHOWING

Features at 1:43-4:09-6:35-9:01

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, between busy sessions at she United Nations, said she considered
sitting a "more natural position,"
but she added diplomatically
"many remember hup standing."
The important thing, she said,
was that "the British should
have the kind of statue they
want."

NOTE!
For good seats
we suggest you
attend the matinee
shows where possible.

Love's Language
Alton, 111. — (AP) _
Mrs.
William Phillips teaches a French
class at Shurtleff college, and
one of her pupils is her husband.
Phillips met the former Genevieve Bonvalet, pretty and possessor of a bachelor of philosophy degree, when he was in
France with the U. S. Army.
She came to this country last
August, and they were married.

Your Credit Is Good

/J-'acexettc
r.
\\)a> l.'U'.r

1 DAY!

WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 26

Features at 2:02 - 3:52 - 5:42 -7:32 -9:22
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Plus!
NEWSREEL
COLOR COMIC
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SATURDAY, FEB. 22

OPEN 10:00 A.M
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Added Treats!
HZuXfl
ANDY CLYDE COMEDY
TRAVEL IN COLOR —SPORTS PARADE

COMING! THURS: & FRI., FEB. 27-28
Featuies at 1:15 -3:16 -5:12-7:18-9.24

Distinctively modern and beeatk
hilly styled expension witch
bracelet. Gold tiled lop to oenaral yellow with ataiolees steel
beck sad springs. A bend o i
comfort and beauty.

107 W . Court Square

Winstead Jewelers

Telephone 790

You can telephone us your mail orders

MERRIE MELODY COMIC - FILM VARITIES
NO. 5 — "KING OF THE FOREST RANGERS''
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Minister.
Tha first general assembly of
the laiety
of the Pennyroyal
Area of Christian Churches will
be held in Medlsonvllla, Wednesday of next week. Purpose
is to further acquaint the membership with details of the great
"Crusade", launched June 30.
National leaders will be present to conduct these sessions
which arc planned to be held
throughout the day. Those who
cannot attend the morning or
afternoon sessions will still have
opportunity to share the inspiration of the evening service.
Sunday School attendance records for February
close this
Sunday. We must have 180 or
more to exceed our attendance
average for last month. Make
your plans to be present. Visitors are always welcome.
BABE LEAVES HOSPITAL—Babe Ruth waves to a crowd of
friends as he leaves French Hospital in New York with his nurse,
Agnes Kavanaugh, for his Riverside Drive apartment. The former baseball great entered the hospital Nov. 26 and underwent a
serious neck operation Feb. 6. (AP Wirephoto)

For Safe, Economical TAXI CAB Service for the
entire Family.

YES, W E CAN GIVE THE PUBLIC

THE BEST 24-HOUR SERVICE IN PRINCETON.
Insured for Your Protection

Claud's Cab Service
501 — PHONE --- 501
Henrietta Hotel

Tridauand

Saturday.

New York — (AP) — A surveyor made a mistake and foundations for one of 27 buildings in
the 1,338-f a m i 1 y Brownsville
Houses project of the New York
City Housing Authority was
laid 20 feet away from the
building line.
The foundation contractor reported the error and the houshim to replace the foundation
at his expense. The contract for
ing authority voted t orequire
the 27 foundations totals $528,482 and the surveyor's error
will cost the contractor some

W A L N U T FINISH—Consisting of High Poster Bed
—4-Drawer Chest—Drop Center Vanity.
See this
Value!

Other Suites
$139.50 up.

T % 1 1 C

longed to a customer who hat
ordered the work done.

One, 5-Acre Tract; One, 3-Room Dwelling.
Nice out-buildings -- 3 miles out on Daw
son Springs Road.

Grow To Be Old
By Close Shaves

Centrallia, 111. — (AP) City
Commissioner Jack Reading arose
in council for an amendment for I
a wheel tax odrinance. Fellow j
law-makers listened patiently to
the eloquence.
Finally Mayor O. W. Wright
informed Reading the ordinance
of which he spoke never had
been enacted.
"Oh, explained Reading. Then,
in a small voice:
"If we ever pass it, fellas, let's
amend it that way."

For that New Lamp — Shop Jordan's, Table Lamps;
Bridge Lamps, Floor Lamps.

PI5T0N KING 5ET5
•m
„
Simple* 4-pc. steel .

We

Decatur, 111., (ff) — Scientists
looking into the aging process,
with the hope of finding ways
and means of assuring everybody a long and active life,
ought to drop into Decatur's barber shops.
In a single shop a reporter
found barbers who had been in
the business 37, 43, 50 and 55
years. In another he found a
barber who had shaved the same
customer 3,744 times—twice a
week for 36 years. Maybe seeing
a barber twice a week had nothing to do with it, but the customer is 84.

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPT.
ATTEND THIS GREAT SALE AND SAVE!

JORDAN
Furniture Co
Incorporated

Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers.

luvue

Rickards White Burley
«*,»»»« iCQC

CHANNEL R I N G S . POSITIVE
OIL C O N T R O L .
RESTORES
P O W E R , L E S S O N S CARBON.
' O "

Transfer
Knitters

FOR CHEV5-*it<«>t
OTHER CARS-S/MILAR SMINtS

KY. 16 — KY. 41A — KY. 33
BLUE GRASS and LAWN GRASS

V I G O R O for plant beds, lawns and gardens

^mfrf^WI ZA RP
^ ^ fiVPREME
SHIRK PLUGS
&VAKA N TEEP ja000 M/lE*'
WHY F*ym ^ ,
bS< 70<? 3 6 c
IACH

GARDEN FENCE
FIELD FENCE
,
CREAM SEPARATORS
Lime and Fertilizer Spreaders

IN SET* . .

Western Auto Associate Store

Sherwin-Williams Paint

Modern Maid Ranges

PHONE 321

credit*"
3ATI03I

We
work

are

starting

again.

Priced $1750

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship

^low Amendments
'recede Laws

Wear-(£hek

FOR PLYM.6'5

Some oil researchers oelicvJ
that natural gas can be :oa-'erted into gasoline at prices corai
parable with that produced frnm
petroleum.
For the first time In 14 yc-ari
U. S. farm population was largei
in 1946 (by 800,000) than th<
previous year.

$20,000.

BIG LAMP SALE!

Th«J

Information has just been rel
ceived that WACS may reenl
list in the Regular Army.
They must be between 20 anJ
30 years old, physically qualil
tied, be citizens of the UniteJ
States, completed a minimum ol
2 years of high school, or equd
valent schooling, such as bus J
ness, vocational or trade schoolJ
They may enlist for 1 year]
or for the duration of the War]
plus six months. They will (J
enlisted in the grade held aj
time of discharge.

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
B. E. Glasgow, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.

Everybody reads The Leader!

FOR FORD

50
*W

Ithaca. N. Y. — (AP) _

W A C S May Reenlist
In Regular Army

CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 W. Locust St.
Regular Sunday services.
Bible school 10:00 o'clock. Morning worship 11:00 o'clock.
Evening worship 7:30 o'clock.
Wednesday evening Bible study 7:30 o'clock.

3-PC. POSTER BEDROOM SUITE

j
|

arc only half a* many hor J
and mul^a on New York » t l j
farms aa in 1020, while t J
number ot tratloig i»m.a«el
more -than 10 fold during thJ
period.
Authority for this conm.ni.J
ia Prof. C. A. Bratton, extendi
economist at Cornell Uoivertit)|
who taid figure* for 1945 show!
led only 22U.OOO horaes and n.ulej
i on farms in the atate, and ?8,00|
I tractors compared with 7,Ool
I tractor* 20 yeara ago.
Further economic research ba
Prof. Bratton reveals that thl
cost of plowing an acre of lanJ
{with horses amounts to
against $1.42 for doing the samJ
work with a tractor.

it may be possible to determine UK To Observe Founding
whether nationwide fluorine apThe founding of the state uniplications might eliminate a
versity of Kentucky will be cele- OGDEN MEMORIAL
large portion of childrens' teeth brated Friday, Feb. 21, UK Pres- METHODIST
troubles.
ident H. L. Donovan announced
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
this week. "The University of
During the next four weeks,
Kentucky
Under Four Presi- preceeding our annual revival,
Farmer Of Tomorrow
dents" will be the topic of a nearly 100 of our members are
Big Shot In Overalls
special Founders Day convoca- pledging themselves to attend
Philadelphia — (AP) — The tion address by Dr. John J. Ti- all three weekly services, Sunfarmer is on the verge of be- gert, president of the University day morning and night and Wedcoming a big business man in of Florida and former head foot- nesday night, 1,0 pray for the
the opinion of Charles W. Moore, ball coach at UK.
revival.
director of market research for
The pastor will preach on the
the SKF Industries, Inc.
The tropical Hercules moth, following subjects Sunday morn"Industrial progress is gradu- which has been found as large ing: "The Most Rash People in
ally transforming farming into a as 14 inches across its wing tips, the World", "The Disturbing
luxurious way of life for those has transparent windows in each Christ", "Saving the Strong as
who practice it shrewdly," says of its four wings, so clear that Well as the Weak", and "WithMoore, who specializes in in- print can be read easily through out God and Without Hope."
dustrial forecasts to guide his them.
Beginning Sunday night, the
company's production of antifriction bearings.
"Farm machinery is being improved so rapidly," he explains,
"that combined with crop specialization and diversification it
is lifting farming from the
drudgery stage to the rank of
a skilled profession.
Shop Jordan's for Super Values - Only a few
"The farmer of tomorrow will
more days of this Great Sale!
be a professional man in overalls—a business executive in
boots. He will work less and
worry more like any management official."

Surveyor's Error Costs
Contractor $20,000

Dobbin Movei Over
For The Tractor

up

Transfer

transfer
knitters

Insurance and Real Estate
W . MAIN ST.
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returned from St. Louis, after completing a special training course with factory instructors on

TRACTORS - MAGNETOS
STARTING and LIGHTING
Our Shop is equipped with steam cleaner to
make our paint jobs more satisfactory.

All

MODERN shop equipment to enable us to give
our customers the best, at the least cost.

John Deere Farm Equipment
G.M.C. Motor Trucks
Delival Separators-Milkers

register or write us at once

Hopkinsville Road

f

, m Bluegrass toui
wsi guest spcal
Z Z meeting, which

Our Shop Foreman, Mr. Wilson Kilgore, has just

who desire to work are asked to

Princeton
Hosiery Mills

PHONE 54

Februory
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Firestone q
Tin cleanj
ESikopt]
k*»g*t sadl
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Firestone Offers
New Farm Tire
.

Work

In Boy S c o u t A r e a

deceives Highest
toy
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Scou\

>
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Pasture Value Is
Stressed On Farm-

I

w i carson

L

I

C O M E IN A N D SEE
REVOLUTIONARY

I

THE
NEW

© ^

IF Y O U THINK A
0 W A T C H IS COMPLICATED

•

h a s just
Ing a spe-

tory.

Al

us to give
st.

Cornick Gasoline

Cornick O i l Co.

PUBLIC SALE
at AUCTION

Any Ot&en 7**ct<n

The N. J. Byrd Farm, consisting of three tracts, 100 acres,
320 acres and 140 acres; located one mile West of Fredonia,

SccUt

Providing more and better tafapboa* aarrioa k «
time-consuming, painstaking iob. Much ol tha «qmo>
ment is aa complicated aa a fin* walah.
Thousands of tiny telephone connection* must be
soldered together, each in its preciss place. Banks ol
delicate electrical relays set up. Miles of wiring laced
into intricats switchboards. Cables laid. Poles
erected. Wires strung. And
building constructed.

longet and gives a smoother ride tkin any
other tractor tire. N o broken center ire can
duplicate this performance!

V

The G r e a t e s t Advauemen.t
in P o w e r F a r m i n i S i n c e
FirestonePutthe

Blackburn's Garage
Washington St

i So. Jefferson

i

"

\ J) /,

K
\

-

V/A
/

Telephone folks ate worW
day, hustling along with the
program to improve s>

Byroh Williams Texaco
Monarch Station, Cadiz St.

W. L. Mars, Cadiz St

Oayle Kllgore

Presbyterian Church property.
Mineral Rights in the Dr. Frank Walker farm, consisting of 30 acres, situated on the Old Flynn Ferry Road, 2
miles east of Crider, Caldwell county.

Auctioneer:

•tailed mora facilitiw Dm at aogr <*W two* ID fcfctocy.

34,000 a t e of nitiiijr wtra, SM BBH of km

fctem

ckcWta, and 3<^OS talopboaw woe added. M local and
kmc distance central ofica addition, were naartr and tfca
nnmber c4 employee* IrnanJ 30 par aaa
Watch
for aa it
ka value to r
b u i peopla(

One House and Lot, located on Highway 91, adjoining the

TERMS: Cash, 25 percent down, balance upon delivery
of deed.
.
,

PROGRESS...
..

on Highway 91.

fcr f o a

I

L '

Talley Baker's D-X,Station

Tractor tt Inplement Tlrea

doner

That's OUT alogma. And th
doing as fmat as we oaa gat a
install the equipment.

Plum St.

Riley's D-X Station
Wert Main

IP

~G*t the job

\ V

Fredonia, Ky.

Rowland Motor Co.
126-J

For Greater
Money Saving

Highway 91, Highway 93 and the Fredonia School.

Tire cleans u p to 100% more effectively,
pullt u p t o 6 2 % m o r e , l a s t s u p » 9 1 %

0 .

By Miss Nola Wilson
This warm weather la being
enjoyed after the extreme cold
weather, which kept us building
Blllie Creasey
visited
hla
fires.
.
daughter, Mrs. Willie Smiley,
Sunday School last Sunday
Sunday.
only had an attendance of 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie English
Prayer
meeting
Wednesday
visited Mr. and Mr*. Iloel Smiley
night had an attendanee ol 21.
Sunday.
Thursday
afternoon
several
ladies of Otter Pond Women's
Missionary Society, Mrs. Marshall Etheredge, Princeton, and
Mrs. May Morris, Princeton, met
here and helped organize a sosiety. Present were Mesdames
Loyd Oden, Wallace Oden, Lesle Ladd, Claud Storms, Press
Lilly, Densil Fuller, Merl Keller, Otho Morris, L. W. Rogers,
Gertie Cortner and Miss Nola
Wilson. The next meeting will be
held Thursday afternoon, Feb.
27. We hope more will be present.
Mr. Herbal Rogers and little
son, Roderick, have been very
ill and under the care of Dr.
Frank P. Giannini. We wish
them a speedy recovery.
Pepn-Cola Company, Long IBland City, N. Y.
Several from herei attended
the funeral of Mr. Leonard Franchlsed Bottler : Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
Thomas at Hawkins, Wednesday.
Mr. Thomas had made his home
with his brother, Bobbie Thomas, for some time. He was ill
only a short while. The family
have the sympathy of their
friends.
Ratliff Rogers, Wilson P'Pool,
Mr. and Mrs. Nolie P'Pool made
a trip to Alabama last week, for
treatment for Mrs. P'Pool and
Wilson P'Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile attended church at Chapel last
Sunday and visited Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Farris.
U S E
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hensley and daughters visited Mr.
Otho Hensley at Hamby's Store
recently.
Miss Mallow Gean Rogers, of
Hopkinsville, spent Sunday and
Sunday night with her parents
here.
Y o u S a v e up to 4 3 £ on
Mrs. Press Lilly visited Mrs.
Johnnie Ladd Monday.
E a c h 10 gallons you buy!
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
and daughters, Mallow Gean and
Maurine, visited Miss Nola WilQuality Products for Less
son Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Aubrey Croft has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and
ETHYL G A S
19.6
Mrs. Bobbie Thomas.
S. S. Croft celebrated his 94th
REGULAR
18.6
birthday recently. "Uncle S. S.",
as he is usually called, is able
to be up part of the time and
KEROSENE
10
spends a lot of his time listening to preaching over the radio.
We wish him more birthdays.
Misses Dorothy and Imogene
Aldridge visited Mrs. Ralph
Haile Wednesday afternoon.
Misses Elizabeth Ann and Euton Hensley are visiting Mrs.
Wallace Oden.
4 0 5 Hopkinsville St.
Princeton, K y .
Elvin Dunning raised 3,018
pounds of Burley tobacco on 1.3
acres of ground. Claud Storms

house and one lot 125 x 325 feet, and 16 other lots fronting

Hundreds of f i e l d teats p r o v e t h e n e w
Firestone Champion Ground Grip Tractor

n

which they purchased soma time
ago here.
Little Royoe Ladd spent Saturday night and Sunday with Mrs.
Zora Wilson and family.

The Home Place in Fredonia, consisting of a large frame

OUT-CLEANS
OUT-PULLS
OUT-LASTS
Sue*

nt

raiaed over 1,500 pounds on .9
acre.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Halle
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Farrb Thursday night.
Otho Storms haa purchased
com* land from Claud Storm*
and expects to build a home in
th* near future.
Dixie Coleman and family have
recently moved from Scottaburg
neighborhood
to
their
farm

at N . J . Ilyrri Place,
F r e d o n i a
F r i d a y , F e b . 2 8 at 10 o'clock

ructors on

: l e a n e r to

Ho yet/ F l v «

Pleasant Grove

The New Firestone Champion
ground grip tractor tire, which
by record-breaking performance*
Three Rivers District Gets
in pulling power, endurance and
11,43
Award For leading
craning tests assures farmers
**
m
mJ
of shorter working hours and
In Membership
lower operating costs, has just
Increase
been put on sale here by W. L.
Rev. A. D. Gross, pastor of the |
Mays, distributor.
r,search ^
hrtt Presbyterian
Church,
Unique in its patented curved,
Jreenville, received the Silver
triple-braced traction bars and
leaver Award, highest honor'
flaring shoulder blocks and
au
he local Boy Scout Council can
fc «toof C
spaces, the new tire in tests on
Jive, for service to boyhood, at
all types of soil and surfaces
he annual Appreciation Dinner
cleans up to 100 percent more
•eld by the Western Kentucky
effectively, delivers as much as
I,,., Council, Boy Scouts of
62 percent more power at the
[mil lea, at Greenville Monday
drawbar, and gives up to 91 per(ght:
cent
longer life than tires havRev.
A.
B.
Gross
f ^ t been J
ing straight, open center tracRev. Mr. Gross has had a cont i n u o u s record in
Scouting of E. Couty, Owensboro; Vice Pres- tion bars. The shearing action
xtny.
years. He assisted in organi- ident, The Rey. A. B. Gross, of the curved traction bars in
.
20 w ]
Council
Commis- thrusting off mud and litter is
sation of the Muhlenberg Dis- Greenville;
f ^
qu^f
tict and was its first chairman. sioner, D. J. Monarch, Owens- a constant force as the tire rolls.
f the UnW
as Troop Committee- boro. V. E. Anderson, chairman
Farmers also will find that
J minimum J |MUe served
of the Boy Scout Troop in bf the Owensboro District, and the new Firestone tire is versaWhile
the
extra-deep,
fcngenville and hits organized R S. Staples, chairman of the tile.
/ " c h as bu*
District, Ed wedge-shaped traction bars pro
any Scout Troops throughout Henderson-Union
trade ichoct
fe. Council, the most receni be- Henry, chairman of the Muh- vide a firm "center bite" on soft
'
1 yJ
^ at Graham.
lenberg District were recognized ground, on paved roads the wide, "FOR LOVING THE LIFE OF A DOG"—Spud, a Chesapeake
of the W ]
He has aided the Council in at the dinner.
continuous tread design gives retriever, nuzzles his master, John G. Work, Jr., 15, of El Paso,
f h c y Wl)1
sing necessary finances for
smooth, comfortable riding. Since Tex. John holds a medal presented him Feb. 8 by the American
During the afternoon a planIteration and has been active
a greater tread area is in con- Humane Association for having stayed by Spud through a freezning
conference was held, at
ri
leadership
of
the
American
tact
with the ground, stability
ing night last November on a windswept mountain peak after
Mde held at
Cri s of Muhlenberg Coun- which the program for Scouting is increased and wear is miniSpud was injured in a 30-foot fall. On back of the medal is the
iy the last 15 years. He is a for 1947 was outlined on a Coun- mized.
inscription "For Loving the Life of a Dog." (AP Wirephoto)
Member of The Kiwanis Club, cil-wide basis. Carl Bahrt, of
This tire has fully justified
thers oelievt
id of the Board of Trustees at Henderson, presided over the the years of research and deyears.
^ be -on-'ert.
Leadership Training Committee
„>e's Junior College, Jackson.
3 Fertilize pastures. Experi
velopment
which
our
engineers
r Prices comCalvin Hall, Scout Executive meeting. W. M. Belew, Owens- have devoted to it," Harvey S.
ments
have shown that $5.00
produced .'ran
f the Biuegrass Council, Lex- boro, directed the Planning of Firestone, Jr., president of The
1,1 14 year*
spent
an
acre on fertilization
ngton, was guest speaker at the the Council Advancement Com- Firestone Tire and Rubber Comon was larg«r
will
increase
returns two to -four
[inner meeting, which was at- mittee meeting.
The value of good pasture
pany, said in Introducing the
"®) than th,
Ralph
Lawton,
Central
City,
times.
ended by 115 Scoutmasters, D i s new tire. "It will enable thel came in for much discussion at
[rict committeemen and Council chairman of the Council Organ- farmer to do more work in less the annual Farm and Home
4. Build the livestock program
ner who had i
Officers and their wives. Mr. ization and Extension Commit- time at lower cost."
I Convention at Lexington. E. J. around the main livestock on the
done.
Hall stressed how the volunteer tee, brought to the Council recNesius of the Experiment Sta- farm.
eader, or Scouter, reaches out ommendations for an increase in
tion said well-planned pastures
5. Keep the crop rotations flex;o help the boy through service membership, which included the C o u r t H a n d s O u t
can increase net farm returns ible for adjustment in case of
)n various Scouting committees, organization of Cub Packs and W a l k i n g P a p e r s
by reducing costs or increasing emergency.
vhich support and supplement Senior Scout units, as well as
livestock production, or by both,
Cheyenne,
Wyo.—(AP)—When
Scout Troops.
[he work of the Scoutmaster.
and that pastures should be one
Morris J. Crafton, Owensboro ten Cheyenne boys apeared be- of the most profitable crops in
D. J. Monarch, Owensboro,
chairman of the 1946 Organiza- Camping and Activities chair- fore Police Judge A. Joseph Wil- Kentucky.
tion and Extension Committee, man, presided over a meeting of liams charged with reckless drivHe said that experiments have
presented
Silver Jubilee awards this Committee. J. Carlin Greg- ing en route to school, the court shown that an acre of good pasin
belling.
lo two of the five districts in ory, Owensboro, made a report, convicted them and gave each ture would save 18 bushels of
Ihe Council for increases in which included recommendations his choice of 30 days in jail and corn and 630 pounds of suppleSon Dawmembership during 1946. Neal for summer camp, District and a $30 fine or two months of ment in feeding hogs. Good pasHOPKINSVILLE
luess, of Marion, received the Council camporees, and a Scout
ture reduces by 20 percent the
walking to school.
award for the Three-Rivers Dis- Circus to be given during the
All decided to walk although cost of feeding laying hens durfall
of
1947.
trict, which includes the counshop
one protested that he lived a ing the pasture season, he said.
ties of Lyon, Livingston, CritMr. Nesius' suggestions for
mile and a half from school—
tenden and Caldwell. The ThreePolish-German Trade
and was told that the walk more profit from pastures were:
livers District attained an 80
Warsaw, Poland — (AP) — A 1 would do him good. Judge Wil1. Provide a uniform and plentpercent increase In membership.
Polish delegation of the minstry liams then modified the sentence iful supply in the spring, sumWilliam Davis, chairman, receivof navigation and foreign trade, to permit busriding, bicycling or mer and fall. Provide as much
ed the award for the Hopkinsheaded by Jan Stanislaw Bronie- rides in automobiles with par- i as possible for the winter
for
Webster District based oc an wicz, has opened negotiations ents.
months. The crop rotations on the
18 percent increase. '
with Soviet authorities for the
Williams recently sentenced farm can be arranged to. -proWilliam E. Fulton, Jr., Ovtens- conclusion of a new agreement
to 2-3 of the pasture reWomen's
Wear
five other teen-agers to walk vide
jro, presided at the dinner. Scout covering the import and export
'HONE 64
around a school building between i quirements while providing a
Executive Hall conducted the of goods into the Russian occu2 p. m. and 4 p. m. each day for ' harvested crop.
Installation of Council Officers pied zone in Germany. The origexclusively yours
2. Use the pasturage produced.
ten days. They had pleaded guilfor 1947, which include: Presi- inal agreement, made in 1934,
ty to breaking 27 windows in Pasture not used has little cash
dent Fulton; Vice President, W, expires shortly.
value. Thife livestock program
the building.
(Incorporated)
should call for a little surplus
pasture in normal or better
Conip«rkj|

I

Clerk:

Foley &

Phelps

Mrs. Gwendil Baker

Lexington, K y .

For additional information see

2m

J. F. Graham, A d m .
Estate of N. J. BYRD, Deceased

\
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(Continued from Page One) 4
paign over with speed and marked success", but indicated he
had received several set-backs
because "nobody wanted to stick
his or her neck out".'
Architects and representatives
of a large Kentucky bonding
hoose and of the Federal Works
Administration were here last
week, for conferences with Mr.
Simmons on the hospital problem, he said, and there are several plans, other than a bond Issue, by, which money can be had
for completion of the building, If
the financial campaign does not
bring in the entire amount
needed.
Touching upon whether federal
funds can be had, to supplement
money put up by residents of
Princeton and Caldwell county,
Mr. Simmons discussed the new
federal health project which the
last Congress set up, with $75,000,000 to become available annually for 5 years, to be used
to help communities obtain hospitals. He .said none of this money has actually been appropriated as yet and gave the opinion
that "this economy-minded Congress may not see fit to vote
these funds".
In any event, the acting chairman stated, it is necessary for
this community to raise twothirds of the total needed before
it can claim any federal aid, and
the Jaycees insisted a campaign
to accomplish this be launched
at the earliest possible date.
Mr. Simmons said the Blue
Cross plan had demonstrated, in
good times and in bad times,
that it would keep any hospital
out of the red which could be
approved for service to its members. He said this answers the
objection of some citizens here
to the construction and operation of a community hospital, if

Founder's Day Program
Broadcast By WCIF
Station WCIP, Madlaonville,
will carry the annual Founder*
Day program broadcast on Friday, Feb. 21, from 4:45 to 5:00
o'clock, Elmer O. Sulzer, director of radio and head of the Department of Radio Art* of the
University" of Kentucky, announced this week. Speakers on
the broadcast will be Prof. W. S.
Webb, '01, who will discuss the
University's past; James Park,
'16, who will discuss the present; and br. H. L. Donovan, '14,
University President, who will
discuss the future.

BODIES STREWN ALONG RIGHT OF WAY—Bodies of some ot the victims of a crash between a Chicago, South Shore and South
Bend electric train and a bus loaded with section hands, near Michigan City, Ind., (Feb. 17) lie strewn along the railroad's
right of way. At left is the undercarriage of the bus, while the body of the vehicle rests on the tracks In right, background.
it would lose money and make
a financial drive necessary every
year, to pay off deficits.
"In every community that has
an approved hospital, the Blue
Cross has enrolled at least 60
percent of the families", Mr.
Simmons said, "and these people,
having bought and paid for the
Blue Cross hospital service, use
it, thus guaranteeing a major
fcart of the necessary revenue to
keep the hospital operating as a
going concern".
Attorney General Eldon Dummit has been asked for additional
information on a bond issue, Mr.
Simmons said, and when this is
received here, all data for submission to the three civic clubs

n
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1947 Motorcycles
Available For Spring Delivery
Prices start at

Limited Supply
Get Your Order in Now!
«

See Ralph Griffin or Wilson Kilgore

Princeton Cycle Shop
Motorcycle Sales and Service
Phone 788-W

PRINCETON

Style-Mart

Tailored by Merit

KENTUCKY

Clothes

Advertised in
Esquire

Precisely
Tailored

Spring

Resitol

"SelfConforming"
Hats
Just as comfortable as your old
b o o t — but as
trim as a thorobred — t h a t ' s
your San Antonio. Like all Resistols,
the exclusive
leather
fits your head
comfortably and
keeps t h e style
lines right.

will - be in hand.
It is his plan now, Mr. Simmons concluded, to ask that a
final decision be made regarding the kind of effort to be
made here for funds, and after
this has been done, active work
be started and pushed to make
the new hospital a reality.

James S. Sigler

James Sanford Sigler was
born July 29, 1860 in Caldwell
county Kentucky, and died February 13, 1947, at the age of
86.

He was married on March 23,
1882 to Mary M. Slayton, who
preceded him in death July 4,
1942. To this union were born
six children, all of whom but
one, Mrs.-Alma Royster, survive.
Survivors are: a son, Frank Sigler of Evansville, Indiana and
three daughters, Mrs. L. J. Holden, Paragould, Arkansas; Mrs.
L. L. Lowery, Princeton-Shady
Grove Road and Mrs. A. M. Calvert and Miss Willie Sigler of
the same community; two brothers, Dave of Shady Grove, and
S. U. of Providence and one
sister, Mrs. Kate Hopkins, Providence. Twelve grandchildren,
twenty great grandchildren, one
great grandchild, several nieces
and nephews share the sorrow.
Funeral services were held at
the Shady
Grove Methodist
Church with the Rev. C. G.
Oliver officiating, Rev. Richardson, assisting. Burial was in the
Towery cemetery near the homestead.
Pallbearers were grandsons and
close relatives. Flowerbearers:
Reba Travis, Ladona Sigler, Lizzie Hudson, Sandra Sue Lowery,
Anna B. Gray and Lillian
Franklin.

B. Ogden Dudley

Word has been received here
of the death of Benjamin Ogden
Dudley, 55, which occurred in
Albany, Ga. Tuesday, Feb. 4. A
former electrical engineer, Mr.
Dudley had been making his
home with his sister, Mrs. G.
N. Hobbs in Albany. He was a
veteran of World War I, and a
member of the Masonic Lodge
in Los Angeles, Calif.
The youngest son of A. H.
Dudley and his first wife, he
.was a great-great grandson of
the old pioneer Methodist circuit rider, in whose honor the
Methodist Church in Princeton
is named.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Mattie Dudley, Princeton; a
brother, R. A. Dudley, Chicago;
two sisters, Mrs. Hobbs and Mrs.
Mary Farrell, Dallas, Tex.; two
neices, Mrs. F. P. Carpenter,
Jr., Albanym, Ga., and Mrs.
Houston Boyet, Atlanta.
Funeral services were held in
Albany with the Rev. L. A. Harrell, pastor of the First Methodist Church officiating. The body
has been cremated and the ashes
sent here for burial in the family lot.

Tom Morgan

Tom Morgan, 54, of the Creswell neighborhood, died at 4:20

Purdy Bros. Store A t
Dawson Has $20,000 Fire
Fire, causing an estimated
damage of $20,000 to the merchandising stock and building
of Purdy Bros. Grocery, in Dawson Springs last week, was partially covered by insurance, it
is reported. The store is owned
by A. A. and Dixon B. Purdy,
Uncles of Homer Purdy, local
merchant.

Hopkinsvitle
shop

Home of
Knox

•
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Good limber To
Continue Scarce

Covington.

Sell Y o u r T o b a c c o

Where Your Neighbors Sell

highest market price for your tobacco.

Portraits

Doorbell
rinsing

Special Occasions

Call for appointment
There's nothing mysterious about the way advertising vorks.

Tel. 504-W
406 Washington St,

It's like the salesmen who go from house to house loftking for
customers.

Advertising does the same job on a larger scale.

The quickest and easiest way to convert
your real estate and farm sales into cash is by
In other words, ifs a time saver, which means it's a noney saver

auction.

ACTION

as well.
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Men's and Students' Wear
112 E. Main St.
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You will receive courteous treatment and the

The infant of Mr. and Mrs.
Glover Lewis, Jr., was buried
Sunday afternoon at the Clayton cemetery, on the Dawson
road. The child died Saturday
night.

row

Sherman

Glassblowing was developed in
the Third Century, B.C., revoluKnow Any Good
tionizing the methods of glass
exclusively yours
production.
Barroom Stories?
There are approximately 191,Denver — (AP) — If anyone
Incorporated
800 railway bridges in the Unithas some authentic old western
ed
States,
with
an
aggregate
ballads or some tall tales that
"You can't grow trees of saw length of 3,860 miles.
were told along the trail that timber size overnight," Chief
bars of the pioneer west, the Li- Forester Lyle F. Watts says in
brary of Congress would like to his recently released annual resee them.
port to Secretary of Agriculture
Dr. Duncan Emrich, chief of Clinton P. Anderson on work of
the library's folklore section, is the U. S. Forest Service and the
leading the hunt for such ma- national forest situation.
Lack of sufficient trees of the
terial and warns "The west is
weak in collecting its folklore, right quality and size, located
and if it doesn't begjn to get where they can be operated
some of it now, a lot will be economically, Mr. Watts pointed
out, accounts in an important
lost."
measure for present lumber
o'clock Tuesday morning, Feb. shortages.
Wartime lack of manpower and
Survivors include his widow equipment shortages in the forand two daughters, Gretta and est products industries are' gradIda Morgan, of Creswell; two ually being overcome, so that
daughters by a former marriage, sufficient manpower,
woods
Hilda, of Akron, Ohio, and Mrs. equipment and sawmill capacity
Anita Richardson, Akron, Ohio. will ipdoubtedly be available in
Funeral services will be held the hext few years for a much
February 20, at the Flat Rock larger output of lumber, Watts
Presbyterian Church, with the said. But, he said, the increasing
(BURLEY AND DARK T O B A C C O )
Rev. J. P. Bright, pastor of the scarcity of good timber will conCumberland
P r e s b y t e r i a n tinue to limit production.
Church, officiating. Burial will
Specifically,
Chief
Forester
be in the Fredonia cemetery.
Watts predicted, the present
shortage of timber products will
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
last through the time it takes
Mrs. Maggie Poindexter
to grow a great deal more timMrs. Maggie Poindexter, 80, ber.
Phone
Second and Virginia Streets
died February 14 at the home
Explaining the -timber short1
of her daughter,
Mrs. Cordis age, .the chiet forester said that
Hale, near Cerulean. Funeral in^ the l$st 3® years the nation's
services were held at the home wood pile has been reduced by
of Mrs. Hale with burial taking more than 40 percent, the total
place in the Stewart cemetery. stand pt sawtimber in the United States having been estimated
at 2,826 billion board feet in
Blick Infant
1909, and being shown by a naFuneral services for the intion-wide Forest Service study
fant of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Blick,
to be 1,601 billion board feet at
who died Saturday night at the
the present time.
Princeton Hospital, were held 1
Sunday afternoon at the grave,
with Rev. Tom Collins officiating. Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

Lewis Baby
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Richards

It's quicker . . . reaches more people
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Dinner Party

ft Vac/en

t

engagement of Mias Sue
, m, Jim Corder Vaden,
Mrs. Mary Vaden ami the
!r. Ferris Vaden, of Bowlreen, is announced by her
of
!s, Mr. Z. M. Weir,
sboro, and
Mrs. J. M.
field, of Princeton.

\itry Club

Dance

Mr. and kMrs. Paul Dorroh,
Morgan Avenue, entertained with
a six o'clock dinner Saturday,
Feb. 16, in honor of the basketball boys and coaches.
Present were Huston Hatler,
Jimmy Frwiklin, Bill Rowland,
Philip Johnston, Don Morgan,
Joe Frank Guess and Coaches
John Hackett and Howard "Tip"
Downing.

Ire will be a dance at
(ton Country Club tonight
Fredonia Woodmen Circle
rfsday) f ' 0 " 1 9 u n t i l 1
Fredonia Grove No. 177 of
T
with music by Billy
|h and his orchestra. Mem- Supreme Forest Woodmen CirJ and
their
out-of-town cle, met at the home of Mrs. J.
Dan Bugg Monday night, Feb. 10.
ft are invited.
Present were Mrs. Lois Waterfield, State manager, Mrs. Jewell
Unc/ Mrs. Dyer
McClain, past State president;
Mesdames Noble
Paris,
Jim
red At Dinner
Blackburn,
Reginald
Phelps,
of Mr. Talley Baker, A. J. Eldridge, T.
— hospitable home
I
Irs Darius Dyer, N. Jeffer- N. Fuller, J. W. King, Reed
Misses.
reet, was the scene of an Brown, J. Dan Bugg.
ble event Monday night, Doris Harper, Margaret Lowery,
i7. The occasion was the Bonnie Jean King, Joan Bugg,
' W ing home of the Dyers Doris Brown and Nancy Carol
Covington, where they had Phelps.
The hostess served refresh[ the last two months as
L of their daughters and ments, and the next meeting will
be with
Mrs. J. W. King in
les.
J a n expression of greeting March.
• their "home-coming" by
T>ors who hold them in high
Mrs. Spickard Hostess
]n, they were given a suri pot-luck supper. The event To Baptist Group
leen so secretive that the
The Business Women's Mistees were not aware of it sionary Circle of the First Bap• those having a part in it, tist Church met at the home of
together at 6 o'clock to Mrs. Kenneth Spickard, Tues^yer home.
day night, Feb. 11th. Thirteen
>se enjoying this fellowship members answered roll calL
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. McLin,
Mrs. Charles McLin presented
and Mrs. John Gambrell, an interesting program about
ind Mrs. Robt Simpson, Mr.
"The Jews and Arabians." After
Mrs. Garnett Taylor, Mrs.
the program the hostess served
Lewis and son, Richard,
delicious refreshments, in the
Bentley Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Valentine motif, to the follow[ McClelland, Mr. and Mrs.
ing:
Beely, Mrs. Hyla Mohon,
Mesdames Sam Steger, CharCharlton Gresham, Mr. P.
olt, Sturgis, and Mr. and les McLin, Clifford McConnell,
Ted Gray, Denny McConnell,
Dyer.
Buddy Satterfield, Joe Weeks,
Lowry Caldwell, Kenneth SpickAnd So Club
! Sew and So Club met ard and Misses Margaret Boaz,
lay afternoon, Feb. 12, at Dorothy Hatler, Gwen Booker
home of Mrs.
Raymond and Irene Beckner.
Ji, W. Market street,
Miss Mildred Rogers was a
iv officers elected at the visitor and Miss Mary Davis was
DUS meeting presided dur- welcomed as a new member.
he business session.
1 dessert course was served
Presbyterian
•dames John H. Stinebaugh, Fredonia
J R. Parsley, Jr., Sam W. M. S.
t, Frank Wilson and George
The Presbyterian Missionary
Society met at the home of Mrs.
Byrd M. Guess Tuesday, Feb. 11,
en cleaning glass, take care for an all day meeting. Rev. C.
I no water runs down be- W. Dilworth gave the book re :
r the frame and the glass, port.
kts on the back of the mirAt the noon hour, pot-luck
I Water damages the silver dinner was served to the folling on the back.
lowing members,
Mrs. Claud

BUND WOMAN

PjehiOHjak
Dr. James C. Salato, Louisville, spent last week-end with
his wife and .little son, Michael,
at the Jiome of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, W. Main
street.

[

COOP!

Full Fashioned
Pure Thread Silk
Hose - irregulars of
$2.00 values.
Just 288 pair at

Mrs. Helen Doyle, 62, who is totally blind, is carried down
ladder (left) by firemen from her fourth-floor apartment in
New York (Feb. 16) as smoke pours from the building. (AP
Wirephoto)

~

C

Mr. and Mrs. Harl G. Barnett,
Kuttawa, on the birth of a
daughter, Marsha Faye, February 7. Mrs. Barnett is the former Loretta Ashley, a daughter
of Mrs. Marvin Cummins, Princeton.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Norvell Cash
Gray, Route 3, on the birth of a
daughter, Betty Jean, February 4.

Council Hears
Auditor's Report

LADIES'

GALOSHES
Talon Fastener

Fredonia

W . M. S.

Circle No. 2 of the Freionia
Baptist Church met at the home
of Mrs. J. W. King Thursday
afternoon, Feb. 13.
The devotional, from Acts, was
given by Mrs. Arlie Vinson.
Present were Mesdames Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., Arlie Vinson, Eugene Rogers, Seldon McElroy, Coy Moore, Walton Woodall, Hampton Carner, Elbert
Beck, Talley Baker, Judge Rogers, J. R. Robertson, J. W. King,
and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge, presi
dent of the W.M.S.
The hostess, assisted by her
daughter, Bonnie Jean, served
refreshments, after which meeting adjourned to meet with Mrs.
Coy Moore and Mrs. Seldon McElroy in March.
Sugars eaten by humans and
animals end up in the body in
the form of dextrose in blood
and body tissue.
Go more places tor less by bus

problem for us,

Snap Fastener
6 9
pair
Child's
# 1 5 4

pair

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

Leader
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Princeton, Ky.

Bright climax to lunch oc•dinner is healthful Indian apple
pudding
Use coArnsiy ground
corn meal, milk, molasses, apples, ginger for flavor, and salt

for seasoning.
dessert hot or
or vanilla ice
Chicago saw
tive in 1848.

Si-rve this baked
cold with cream
crCam.
its first locomo-

G . Homer Brown Gets
Building Permit For
Warehouse

At Monday night's Council
Mr, and Mrs. W. C. Moore,
meeting the audit report of Mrs.
Paducah, spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs! R. T. Vera G. Banister was read, showing disbursements from the city
Lamb.
treasury for 1946 aggregated
•
• •
$66,999,
with balance aggregating
Mrs. J. T. Anderson, Bowling
Green, and Hugh Cherry, Sr., $9,182.89, not including $7,000 inreturned Monday night from Mi- vested in U. S. government seami Beach, F2a., where they curities.
visited their brother, Preston
Disbursements included retireCherry, who is a patient at ment of $2,000 worth of funding
bonds. The audit showed $271.41
Nautilus Hospital.
uncollected water accounts and
•
•
•
Miss Christine Smith, Sturgis, $2,019.88 uncollected taxes for
is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. L. the year.
Receipts from various sources
Hayes, Hopkinsville
• • • Road.
were: police court, $9,767; cemeCadit Bob Taylor, McCallie tery, $3,604.25; auto and other
School, Chattanooga, Tenn., spent licenses, $6,475.31; taxes, $19,Saturday night and Sunday with 099.24; water, $27,968.68; W. P. A.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rum- streets and m i s c e l l a n e o u s ,
meters,
sey Taylor, Loucst street. He was $1,159,62; p a r k i n g
$2,149.49.
accompanied by Cadet Martin
A permit was given G. Homer
Clough, Memphis, Tenn., who is
also
a student
at McCallie Brown to erect a building of
concrete blocks, 22 by 12S feet,
School.
displacing his present warehouse
•
»
•
Mesdames John Mahan and at the rear of his Main street
Lee Cardin were in Bowling store building. A written application for the permit was reGreen Tuesday.
quired because the proposed
•
*
*
Richard Ratliff, Stockton, N. building will be inside the fire
zone.
J., is a visitor• here
• •this week.
Glenn Oiler, of the Jaycees,
Marshall Eldred and Gus Kor- and Paul Abell, Paducah, State
trecht, Louisville, spent last Jaycee president and editor, were
consideration
regarding
Week-end with Mr. and Mrs. given
featuring Princeton in the next
Dique Eldred,» W.
Main
street.
• •
issue of the Jaycee magazine.
Councilmen Denham, J. B.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
Jones, A M. Jones, Stone and
spent Saturday
in
Nashville.
• » •
Wadlington attended the sesMr. and Mrs. John Anderson, sion, with Mayor W. L. Cash in
Lexington, were guests of Mr. the chair.
and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, 908 W.
Main street, •last• weekend.
Miss Keller's Books
•

Booklets of lipstick tissue,
packaged like book matches, are
now being distributed free to
Mrs. J. Buford Todd, Jr., Hopwomen customers by the retail
Fredonia Legion Auxiliary shops whose advertising they kinsville, spent Thursday here
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
At a business meeting of the carry on the covers.
Fredonia Legion Auxiliary Monday night, at the home of Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett, the group discussed plans for a spaghetti supper and Rook party Saturday
night, Feb. 22. Tickets are on
sale by all who have not purchased may see any of the following members, Mrs. Essie
Rucker, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
W. M. Young, Mrs. Dave Perkins,
Mrs. Jimmy Landis, Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs. J. B. Sory, Mrs
A. J. Eldridge, Mrs. Roy Ashby,
Mrs. Wilford Baker, Mrs. Kelly
Bradshaw, Mrs. J. E. Hlllyard
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
$ | 9 5 p a j r

Traveling is no

~

The Leader
Congratulates

Princeton

Society • Personals

Dorothy Ann Davis

RESCUED

Fairhurst and Mrs. Allen Thompson, of the Kuttawa Society, Mrs.
J. B. Sory, Miss Dora Young,
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Cecil
Brasher, Mrs. C. W. Dilworth,
Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton, Miss Mary Virginia York, and Mrs. Byrd M.
Guess, Rev. C. W. Dilworth.
Visitors a) the noon hour were
Mrs. George Hoke and daughter, Jackie, and Mrs. Ralph Koch,
Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs. Louise
Lowery, Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Mrs.
Reed Brown, Miss Dorothy Brasher. The regular monthly meeting will be held with Mrs. C.
W. Dilworth Friday afternoon,
Feb. 21.

• 7

Phone 50
•
•
•

r
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London — (AP) — The British National Institution for the
blind will present a number of
plays of Shakespeare, to Helen
Braille volumes, including the
Keller, deaf and sightless author,
whose Braille library was destroyed when her home in Easton,
Conn., burned recently.

A^idSi
PRINCETON

Mrs. R. A. McConnell spent
Friday in Hopkinsville.
•
. . .

HOPKINSVILLE

Major-Dray Drug Co.

William Pickering,
• • •Locust street
Mrs. Merle Drain and daughter, Lou Ann, and Mrs. Paul
Artmann and little son were
visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• • •

I

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
Ph. 64

Cor. 9th & Virginia

Marvin Pogrotsky, student at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington, was at home Saturday
and Sunday.
•

•

.

Robert Jacob, who is taking a
special course at the University
of Kentucky preparatory to assuming his duties as county sanitary inspector, spent Saturday
here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Vinson, Jr.,
and children, Margaret Ann and
Ralph Edward, have returned
from an extended visit to Florida
and other points
» • in» the South.
Mr. Eugene Rollins and sisters, Amaryllis and Violet, visited Mr. and Mrs. W. Howton and
family in Dalton
• • last
• week-end.
Bobbie Joe and Dale Rollins
have recovered from an illness
of pneumonia.
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Improvement ot health conditions and sponsorship of 4-H
clubs were two of the major objectives carried out bj" homemakers clubs d u r i n ^ t h e past
year, reported Mrs. J. B. Gulley,
Lancaster, chairman of the citizenship committee of the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers. About 50 other projects also
had a part in club programs.
In the North Blue Grass disdrlct, 125 clubs provided leaders
for 4-H clubs, sponsored a youth
center and planned entertainment for patients at the Veterans' Hospital.
Sponsorship of 4-H clubs was
undertaken by 18 homemakers
clubs in the South Blue Grass
district. Another project was
that of a public rest room in
Lancaster, Garrard county—the
result
of
civic
cooperation.
Homemakers club members made
the plans and provided the furnishings; the fiscal court provided the room and fixtures, and
the city council paid the salary
of a full-time matron, supervised
by the homemakers.
School lunches were a major
project of 12 clubs in the NorthCentral district. In the SouthCentral district, 12 clubs assisted in health clinics, USO and
hospital projects, and sponsored
four youth recreation centers.
Chief interest of the Pennyroyal district has been the testing of wells and other water
sources. Four hundred persons
in 180 families now has hospitalization.
Homemakers in the Purchase
district assisted in the tuberculosis mobile X-ray unit, and provided recreation programs for
young people.

'200,000 Winners In
State Corn Derbv

Travel Hazards Fall
To Hault Club Leader
Despite a heavy rainfall preventing many homemakers club
leaders from attending a training Bchool in Leitchfield, Grayson
county, Mrs. W. P. Robinson,
mother of eight children, was
present. Living 3ft miles from
the hard road, and 15 miles
from the county seat, she found
it impossible to go by car. Undaunted, she rode horseback to
the busline, only to find she
had missed the bus. Thumbing
a ride from a passerby, she arrived at the training Bchool in
time to hear Miss Ida Hagman,
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, give new tricks in lightening kitchen work.

W i l M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
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Plan Hobby

Shows

Homemakers in Boone co
will sponsor a series of local
by shows to be "held on N)
27 and 28, Miss Mary Hood
laspie,
home
demonstri
agent, ha* announced. Ho)
to be shown will include
glass, china, silver, mfly
rooms, crocheting, knitting, \
working and many otheri.
tries will be open to men, v
en and cHildren.
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Supper Served

turday
BABIES SAVED FROM FIRE — While flames shoot from the windows on the third floor, two
women, guided by a fireman, carrying their infants from a Newark, N. J. apartment house.
(Feb. 12) Six other children were rescued from the second floor. The fire was brought under
control before any serious damage was done. (AP Wirephoto)

U. S. rubber consumption in
1946 was 63 percent synthetic
A new electric typewriter sets in one operation after the opera
and 37 percent natural.
up an entire line and prints it tor has had time to correct it.

Continuous

Birds Suspected
As Disease Carriers

E | l

(red by Legion

Watch Your

Johannesburg — (AP) — The
possibility that migratory birds
are carriers of tuberculosis, the
virus of yellow fever and malaria parasites is being investigated at the South African Institute for Medical Research.
Dr. B. de Mellion, entomologist at the Institute, says it is
not known how yellow fever
spreads, and they are probing
every possibie cause. Airplanes
were once suspected, but they
are now rigorously sprayed all
down the African routes and
the fever is still spreading.
"If the new theory is proved,"
said Dr. de Mellion, "it will necessitate wholesale slaughter of
migratory birds."

square
yard

ready made witli
metal grommets

'Where Your $ $ Have More Cents

Museum Exhibits
Churchill W a r Maps

'*© 194; rh. c-t'Co.'

iorruo

UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

London — (AP) — Three-dimensional maps which Winston
Churchill had made duriiig the
war and used constantly, and
the brightly polished tin hat
which he was supposed to use—
but didn't—during air raids, are
on show at the Imperial War
Museum which has reopened for
the first post-war exhibition of
its property. '
The four maps, of South East
England, the Channel coast,
Greece and Burma, shows every
hill.
One exhibit shows the arrangement for exploding 40 gallon
oil drums on roads in the path
of the enemy had invasion come.
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BENDIX machines are
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News

ec/on/a

Bodies Of Poets
Saved From Nazis

[and Mrs. Ray Blackburn, week with her mother, Mrs. Eld Mrs. J. Dan Bugg and lis Akers, and Mr. Akers.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
daughter, Doris, visited Mrs. Saricker and D. E. Morgan, ah Cruce, in Crayne, and Mrs.
d Evangelistic Conference Laura Brown in Marlon, Sunday
Sullivan
Cumberland afterno6n.
e
Mrs. Dorothy Wright
spent
terian church in Sullivan, Monday us guest at. Mr, _*nd
afternoon,
Mrs. Roy Ashby.
nd Mrs. Paul West made
Mrs. D. O. Boaz is the guest
[and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard
ess trip to Padueah Mon- of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. DeBoe
g. Gladys Walker attendmsical concert featuring in Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Percy Jones, Marion, was
ixter Quartette at Fohs
the weekend guest of her sister,
• Marion Friday night
and Mrs. Albert White- Mrs. Howard Easley, and Mr.
iopkinsville, were busl- Easley.
Mr. and Mrs. W S. DeBoe and
Ijlers in town Monday aftdaughter, Ruth, Dawson Springs,
I Gladys Walker, and son, visited Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Boaz
Miss Bonnie Williams, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Effie Barnes was the
liarlcs Vinson, were dinests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy guest of Mrs. Alvie Babb in
Princeton Saturday.
Sunday. '
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Hearod
^nd Mrs. Roy Ashby spent
|pekend as guests of his were Saturday guests of their
by Ashby, Jr., and Mrs. son, Edward Hearod, and Mrs.
Hearod in Princeton.
[in Metropolis, III
Robert Hershel Leeper, JackInd Mrs. L. B. Young and
Gary Parsons, visited sonville, Fla., visited his aunt,
pther, Basil Tucker and Miss Ada Lee Leeper, Saturday
licker in Sullivan Sunday afternoon. He was enroute to
Chattanooga, Tenn. to attend a
Dn.
Icarlos Grubbs, Nashville, General Electric meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
I spent several days last

I

[
I

S p a g h e t t i

S a p p e r

And

R O O K

P A R T Y

at Fredonia
Supper Served at 6 : 3 0 to 7 : 3 0

S a t u r d a y

N i g h t ,

P.M.

F e b .

2 2

American Legion Hall
Admission

tmsored by Legion Auxiliary

50c

LYDE FOX and SONS
DEALERS IN

IVESTOCK and F R E S H M E A T S
W e Have A Modern G r a d e " A "
Slaughtering Plant
(Regularly Inspected)
All Grade of Beef

Available

At All Times

Phone 5241
Dawson Springs, Ky.

4

ROOK
DONS UNIFORM—Lee Carey (right), 17-year-old Tucson, Ariz, sensation believed paid the highest bonus in the history of the Cleveland Indians for signing with the club, talks
things over with Manager Lou Boudreau (Feb. 14) after donning
an Indians' uniform at the club's spring training camp ^n Tucson.
(AP Wirephoto)
were In Hopkinsville Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Howard Easley and infant son, Tandy Leon, returned
from the Madisonville Hospital
Tuesday.
Mrs. J. M. Greenfield and son,
James, Princeton,
were
the
weekend guests of Mrs. J. B.
Sory, and Miss Dora Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landis
spent Tuesday and Wednesday
in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Floyd
Ordway
were
in
Evansville
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Terry have
returned home from Gardenia,
Calif, where they had spent several weeks as guests of their
daughter, Mrs. M. F. Rice, and
Mr. Rice.
Donald Brasher, student at
Bowling Green Business University, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
D. E. Morgan, who has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. Ruth
Dunning, Crider, returned home
Saturday.
Word was received here Tuesday of the death of Mrs. E. R.
Overby at her home in Tampa,
Fla. Mrs. Overby was the wife
of the late Rev. E. R. Overby
who was for many years pastor
of the Presbyterian church here.
She had been supervisor in a
girls school in Thompsonville,
Ga., until she was forced to retire on account of ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran
and son, John Parr, Marion, were
guests of her mother, Mrs. Florence Parr, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Bowling Green, were the
weekend guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Coy Moore Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Moore and daughter, Bonita, Princeton, and Mr.
and Mrs. Seldon McElroy.
Allen Fuller, student at Bowling Green Business University,
spent the weekend
with his
mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller.
Mrs. Hubert Jaco is improving
after an illness of several days

last week.
Rev. Ray Shondelmtyer, Marion, Rev. and Mrs. Charles Bunce
and son, Paducah, and the Rev.
and Mrs. David Schulherr, and
son, Princeton, were
dinner
guests of Rev. and Mrs. C. W.
Dilworth Monday.
Mrs. Leslie Bright is hostess
to the Crider Homemakers Club
Friday afternoon, Feb. 19.
Claude Montgomery Leeper,
Ft. Wayne, Ind., was the guest
of his aunt, Miss Ada Lee Leeper, Saturday afternoon.
Eddie and Mary Nell Melton
are quite ill with influenza at
the home of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Melton.
Mrs. J. D. Wylie, Mrs. Howard
Enoch and son, Howard, Jr.,
Princeton, were dinner guests
of Mrs. Effie Barnes, Sunday.
Rev. Carl Overton, and Rev.
Shirley De Bell, Louisville, were
'Saturday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill King and
spns visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. N. Linzey, near
Caldwell Springs, Sunday.
Messrs. Luther Barnes and
Edd Phelps made a business trip
to Memphis, Tenn. Saturday.
Dinner guests "ot Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Barnes, Mrs.
John Coleman and Mrs. Will
Dunn, of Princeton.
*
*
J. A. Wilson has been quite
ill at his home with influenza.
Mrs. Bill King and daughter,
Bonnie Jean, visited Miss Rachel
Turley Sunday afternoon, who
is still quite ill at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess spent Friday as guest of her sister, Mrs.
R. P. Whittington, and Mr. Whittington in Kuttawa.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Ray,
Evansville, Ind., were the weekend guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke and
daughter,
Jackie,
Clarksville,
Tenn. spent Sunday as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh
Yates
in Crider

your life together
irt out right with

Sherwin-Williams

'nest

•

$4.90 per gallon

•

$4.80 per gallon in 5's

in and see the beautiful
t-created International Sterpattems, exquisitely fash. . . wrought from solid
' to last a joyous lifetime.
--»

*

[here's heart-warming news!

pke practically everything
you buy, prices have not
raised on famous Interna' SterlingI In Serenity or
(illustrated) this super*
silverware still costs
for aa individual
pUM tatting.

AYCE-YOST CO.
Jewelry - Silver - C h i n a - Crystal
Hopkinsville

A t

R E A C H ' S

WOMAN SHOT TO DEATH—Mrs. Ruth Clark Edman was shot
to death at Columbus, Ind., and her divorced husband, inventor
David E. Edman, was sought by Indiana authorities. They are
shown here while they were still married. (AP Wirephoto)
Owen Brewster, Me.; Wayne
Morse, Ore.; Arthur
Capper,
Kas.; Homer E. Capehart, Ind.;
Forrest C. Donnell, Mo.; Bourke
B. Hickenlooper, la.; Milton R.
Young, N. D.; Raymond E. Baldwin, Conn.; John S. Cooper, Ky.;
A. Willis Robertson, Vs., and
George E. Flanders, Vt.
Mr. Tibbott said he didn't
want to disclose membership of
the House group.
Members of both Senate and
House who are interested in the
breakfasts also often
attend
meetings held once a month at
Fellowship House for young college students in Washington.

-

p *
,|R 1
r4BH*

E

Cakes A d d To Income

Home O n The Road
To The Air A g e
Deming, N. M. — (AP) —
Something new in homes—front
door on the highway and back
door on an air strip—is claimed
by Mr. and Mrs. Postelle Cooper.
A hangar is built right into the
house. A driveway connects the
front door with the highway
while the back door opens on a
half-mile air strip from which
Cooper, banker and insurance executive, flies to his appointments.

Mrs. C. R. Brock of Harlan
county, who averages about $100
a month in her home sewing,
added more than $50 to her
bank account in one month
through the baking of fruit
cakes. An active member of her
homemakers club, Mrs. Brock
also has helped the Louellan
4-H club to win top honors durThe corn borer cost American
ing the last two years, said farmers 37 million dollars in
Home Agent Roxie C. Perkins. 1945.

TO BE SAFE...

Corn, tobacco, squash, tomatoes, lima beans, pumpkins and
Irish potatoes are native American plants.

Check Your Insurance As To Present

C a r d O f Thanks

We take this means to thank
the great throng of people who
came from Kuttawa, Eddyville,
Lyon and Caldwell counties, to
render service as flames were
destroying our home (Mineral
Mound) oh Monday, Feb. 3rd.
Your untiring effort and the
great risk some men took to save
what £hey could showed courage
and heroism, all of which we
deeply appreciate. The kindly
expressions of sympathy from
friends and strangers in person,
telegrams and letters from various sections of the county has
been a source to console us under this trying ordeal.
, Thanks each and everyone of
you, again and again for your aid
and kindly expressions.
Sincerely
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Mason
and family

i n

Day Values . . .
Fire Insurance Rates are Still Low.
FOR DEPENDABLE C O V E R A G E
CONTACT

John E. Young
Insurance Agency
Princeton, Ky.

Tel. 2 5

H o p k i n s v i l l e .

FEBRUARY
REDDING
SPECIAL
Famous Englander Box Spring and Innerspring Mattress Combination . . . Nationally Advertised . . .

Fully Guaranteed . . .

Spring and Mattress, Regular $ 1 0 0 . 0 0

Sale lasts through
Saturday, March 1 st
For many years we have made a specialty of
Fine Bedding!

Gloss White

1

Berlin, UP)—The remains of
Germany's two great poets, Goethe and Schiller, have been returned to their original resting
place in the royal vault of Weimar after having been found
hidden in an air-raid shelter In
Jena.
At the orders of Fritz Sauckel,
who was the Nazi leader in
Thuringia, the coffins were taken from their ynderground_ vault
by SS men in the closing days
of the war, allegedly to protact
them from damage by bombing.
At Jena
an air-raid alarm
forced the guards to seek shelter
in a bunker. A German doctor
and nurse of the Jena University clinic used the opportunity
to save the remains by hiding
them «n a hospital bunker behind medicine cabinets where
they later were found undamaged.

Thursday night, the occasion being the birthday of Mrs. Yates.
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville, Tenn., spent the weekend
as guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan
H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.

With

SWP
are wonderful
. . . but your real life toer will start in your new
s. And for that you'll want

PRAYER MEETING PROGRAM
ASSISTS U. S. LEGISLATORS
By Jane Eads
Washington —. Once a week
since 1943 members of Congress
have held "prayer
meeting"
breakfasts for friendly discussion of "wpya and means of
living ainitf the world's"problems in a mannnr acceptable to
God."
A group of Senators under the
leadership of Sen. Alexander
Wiley
(R-Wis.) meets every
Wednesday from 8:30 to 9:30
a. m. in the Vandenberg Room
of the Capitol.
Members from the House side
meet in the same room every
Thursday at 8:15 a.m. under the
leadership of Rep. Harve Tibbott
(R-Pa.)
Harry Truman was a member of the Senate breakfast club
and attended a meeting the
morning before he was sworn
in as President of the United
States.
There are about 35 of these
breakfast clubs in the United
States. Three of them—the Senate and the House groups and
another group for businessmen
—are in Washington. Another
bifc group meets in the Merchandise Mart in Chicago, and a new
group has just been organized
in New York's Wall Street.
The idea started in Seattle,
Wash., in 1935, with a group
of 19 business executives. The
clubs function under the National Council for Christian Leadership, Abraham Vereide, aggressive-looking former minister,
who looks more like a retired
business man, is international
director of the clubs.
Vereide cflme to this country
in 1905 from Norway, was graduated from Northwestern University, was a minister for
years.
It's Mr. Vereide's idea that
the first step in civic reform is
in individual reform. He devotes
all his time now to the breakfast
clubs and has his office in Washington.
The clubs are non-partisan and
non - denominational Members
do not pay dues and there is
no big money-raising for the
clubs' work, though members
help by private contributions.
Other Senators who frequently
attend the breakfasts include
Republicans H. Alexander Smith,
N. J.; Leverett Saltonstall, Mass.;
Homer
Ferguson,
Mich.;

m

PAINT IT UP

JONEYMOONS

Nine

It is a tradition for us to offer

the best known makes, the most reliable quality
and the best possible values . . .

all this and

Bargains, too.

A COMPLETE LINE O F

Sherwin-Williams Paints
FOR INSIDE -« FOR OUTSIDE

Listen to the
Cayee-Yaet
News ever
WHOP
«:S0 A.M.
«:M P.M.
Deity Exeat*

In Hopkinsville It's

Also MASTERPIECE in-

Other well known in-

nerspring

nerspring

Cayce-Yost Co. 1947
40 Years of Service to
Princeton and Caldwell County

mattresses

the ultra ultra of

and box sprjng com

comfort. Special Feb-

binations . . . Regu

ruary only

lar value $90.00

. . .

] qqj

mattresses

Keach Furniture Company
incorporated

.THE BIG STORE - 9 F L O O R S - K E A C H ' S HAS IT1-
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Color Of Truth
In This Advertising

Chicago— (AP) —They're putting the finishing touches on the
picture of postwar railroad passenger comiort—fittingly enough

—with paint brushes.
Ralph Human, color and design
engineer, is using a lot of color

Vet Education, Training
Jumps 16-Fold In Year
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CHAMPIONSHIP FORM—Barbara Ann Scott, 18-year-old Ottawa, Canada, figure skating champion, soars above the ice as
she practices for the world championship figure skating competition at Davos Platz, Switzerland, scene of her recent triumph in
the European figure skating championships. The world championships will be held in Stockholm, Sweden, late this month.
(AP Wirephoto)
, *
.

UK Theater Burns

nol

~was

Almost on the anniversary of
the $400,000 University of Kentucky Service building fire of
Feb. 15, 1946, the University's
20-year-old little theater—Guig-

Monday, Feb. 10.
Cause of the $35,000 fire has not
been determined. Students and
faculty in the building escaped
unhurt.
noon
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Broad bent Hybrids
K E N T U C K Y
Certified
Grown in
K E N T U C K Y
Processed in K E N T U C K Y
Adapted to
KENTUCKY

T. R. AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.
RATLIFF HDWE. CO., Princeton, Ky.

A total of 261,>71 World War
11 veteran* in Ohio. Michigan
and Kentucky was enrolled in,
educational
and
job-training
courses under benefits administered by the Vetersns Administration as of February 1, compared with 16,405 enrolled on
the same date a year ago, it was
reported today by officials at
the VA's tri-state Branch Office
in Columbus (O ).
The February 1 enrollment included 138,066 in Ohio, BO.-J^l in
Michigan and 53,634 in K.nVii'
ky. A year ago, 9,219 veterans
were enrolled in educational and;
job-training courses in Ohio, S,350 in Michigan and 1,836 in •I'M SORRY SON' . . . IT'S TOO LATE NOW—Horace KenKentucky.
drick (right). 24, accused of robbing his father Ira Kendrick
(left), 53, of his life's savings, tearfully pleads for "another
Vets Must Report Bonus
chance' as father and son met briefly at Police Headquarters
Payments As Earnings
in Detroit, Mich., (Feb. 10). The elder Kendrick signed an armed
Bonuses received by veterans robbery complaint explaining "I'm sorry son . . . it's too late
engaged in on-job training un- now." (AP Wirephoto)
der the G.I. Bill are classified
as earnings and must be reported as such, it was emphasized
today by officials at the OhioMichigan-Kentucky Branch Office of the Veterans Administration in Columbus (O.).
"Compensation for productive
labor means wages, salary, commission, bonus or other payments
a veteran receives by reason of
his employment," VA officials
said.
They pointed out that there
is no difference between bonuses as gifts and incentive bonuses
given by many business firms
as a regular annual-pay policy.
Both should be reported as earnings to VA.
If a veteran's income from
wages and bonuses, plus his subsistence payments
total more
than $175 a month for a single
veteran
or $200 monthly for
trainees with dependents, the
subsistence will be reduced by
VA by an amount equivalent to
the excess in accordance with
existing laws.
Bonus payments received by
veterans enrolled in educational
institutions and engaged in outside work also must be reported,
VA officials said.

Early History Ot Mineral
Mount Told By Woman
Born There 86 Years Ago

VA Designates Four
Nerve Surgery Centers

in cars the Pullman-Standard
Car Manufacturering company is
building for the Illinois Central
train. City of New Orleans.

"Your

B. P. 0 . ELKS
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REGULAR MEETING

8:00 O'clock - Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y

"35tff***-^
With our Modern Equipment, we can
make your car look nice and clean
inside by Vacuum Cleaning the upbolstering.

Helicopters Aid
Smoke Jumpers

Missoula, Mont. — (AP) —
Federal Forest Service officials
of Region No. 1 are looking to
the helicopter as the possible
answer to fighting forest fires
in the inaccessible western wilds.
Getting men to the fires is no
great problem since inauguration
of the "smoke jumping" parachute corps but there still is an
immense amount of time lost
getting these men and equipment
back to civilization after a jump
in a remote area.
Helicopters already have been
tried experimentally with encouraging results and it's likely
they will find a regular job in
taking men to and from fires.
They also are expected to prove
valuable in removing persons
lost or injured in wilderness
area.

W e can make the outside look new

Friendly

A t

k l

U

II

S

Service"

Don't expect to see signs of
termites. They work hidden in
the wood until weakened timbers tell you serious damage
has been done. Call today for
a free TERMINIX inspection.
There is no obligation.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

i n

H o p k i n s v i l l e

Tailored Curtains

[SPRING-HINTING

White Marquisette, Reg. $4.85
Heavy Net Panels, Reg. $6.65
Celanese,

Formerly $12.95

PANELS
One Lot. Reg. $4.95 C ^

Refreshing print* anticipate the vibrant loveliness
of the season • to • come-'
P e r e n n i a l florals and
sprightly novelty prints on
dark, Bright and pastel
grounds. Rayon spnns and
sheer* in the latfest Spring
ttyW—at the lowest Spring
prices I ^12-20, 9-15, 88-52,

^ |
•

•

# F

VALUES to $6.95

Boudoir Lamps

^

RED SPOT PAINT mixed on Joiner's electric paint
mixer is THE FRESHEST PAINT IN TOWN.

February

SALE

Our Greatest Sale in Many Years

C O T T A G E SETS
Gayly patterned curtains
A February Special

$2.59

lipttcfiM W W W
A

IT, ASSOCIATION

Full Line of Brewster Hats in Straws a n d Felts
$4.95 up

to brighten up the home.

Three W a y Pillows
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Gavels Made
From Old Homes

** Advrllfd In'Til* Fott"

T t ^ s A

enamel.

problem.

Aotborited Rrprtwnuriv, of
Ohio Valley Termini. Corp.

£

liheep. rMP*<*'vl

up the rusty spots with our Touch-Up

Let us solve your paint and decoration

Pendleton, S. C. — (AP) —
David E. Burress has a gavelmaking hobby of unique proportions.
He scorns all but wood from
historic buildings.
A recent gavel made for the
South Carolina chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy was carved of wood from
the hortie of John C. Calhoun,
Fort Hill near here.
In addition to wood from the
dwelling of this one-time U. S.
vice president, Burress has made
gavels of wood from Hopewell,
the home of General Andrew
Pickens, also near here, and
from the home of Thomas G.
Clemson, founder of Clemson
college.

Earl Dsltol

by Washing, Polishing and Touching

The demand for processed food
for our Civil War armies led to
the discovery of means to raise
the boiling temperature of water beyond 212 degrees — which
was insufficient to kill food bacteria.

Store of

S

lme,

Princeton
Paint

ftbrvar

Light shades of yellow, green

and blue will predominate on
ceilings and walls. SeaU will be
in tones of c«dar* or red; floors
in blues, greens or reds.
"Entering one of these cars,
[ the patron's first corcera is se! lecting a seat," Hamdn says in
explaining the decor. "The depth
' of color makes them stand out,
' inviting: almost beckoning. Af| ter being seated, however, the
eyes travel to the walls and
ceilings, which are peaceful and
quieting. The car seems larger,
brighter and brings out full
powers of relaxation."
Color blind passengers can
just curl up with a good book.

Phone 366

Four Veterans Administration
hospitals in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky have been designated
for the hospitalization of eligible
veterans requiring neuro-surgery,
it was announced today at the
VA's tri-state Branch Office in
Columbus, Ohio. The hospitals
are: Crile VA Hospital, Cleveland, and Dayton VA Hospital,
Dayton, Ohio; VA Hospital at
Dearborn, Michigan, and Nichols
VA Hospital, Louisville, Kentucky.
Neurosurgery at the four hospitals is performed by specialists.
Eligible veterans requiring neurosurgery may express preference of hospital if their conditions are service connected.
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ATE 4-H CHAMPIONS

Evidence Gone

~<UAMEi- i f * .
ames Earl Dalton of Breathitt county and Jean Ewbank of
[latin county are Kentucky 4-H Club champions in poultry
[ sheep, respectively.
ean owned 10 grade ewes which produced 18 market lambs
[ 16 purebred ewes which produced 26 lambs. She also had
yearlings which she kept over from last year. She sheared 87
inds of wool from her grade ewes.
ames made a profit of $324.45 from his poultry flock last year,
rty hens laid an average of 237 eggs each. Using best methods,
raised 98 percent of the chicks started. This was his fiftt^
r as a sucessful poultry raiser.

raham Tells Why Strong

irm Bureau Is Important

I (By J. F. Graham)
liends, do you realize that
loximately 80 percent of the
llation of this great comity of ours earn its living
ttly from the farm or from
I business? We all have a
It deal at stake in efforts
K made to raise the level
Iving in rural communities,
hat are some of the limiting
Irs in rural development? I
Her how close your views are
Bine.
Lst the question of roads,
t roads are pre-requisites to
b other rural developments
I leads to a higher level of

jcond, and perhaps of the
[test importance,
is rural
[ation. None of us with any
b of fairness can say that
Q children have equal edu(inal opportunities with those
ihildren who live in urban
prs. How many of us who
I live in Princeton, and earn
livelyhood in part from farm
iiess, received our early
king in rural schools? The
ientage will run extremely
[. Equally large a percentof the future citizens of
jceton will be made up of
I and girls who are now refng their early education in
'rural schools of our county
(neighboring counties,
kird, religious training. Can
'say that we are providing
iuate religious training for
[boys and girls? Will we not
it that religious training is

one of the greatest contributing
factors to good citizenship? How
many of us would be willing to
live in a community without
churches and the church influence? Many of our rural communities could support full-time
pastorates Vithout financial difficulty.
Fourth, what about rural electrification? Only a few years
ago we were told that rural electrification was impossible. It is
entirely
possible to electrify
every rural home. Yes, it will
require subsidizing such lines.
Persons who live in the heavily
populated areas must help pay
the bill, either through taxes or
higher electric rates than would
otherwise be necessary.
But look at the new business
that would be created, In the
manufacture of electric motors
for the farm, milking machines,
refrigerators, radios, stoves, electric
chicken brooders,
feed
grinders, saws and many other
pieces of equipment and appliances which will increase efficiency of the farm and home,
and raise the level of living.
Fifth, rural telephones. Rural
telephones are not only a convenience, but necessary for most
efficient farm operation. A phone
will save many trips, which are
very expensive in a busy season.
Sixth, health.
Rural people
are at a tremendous disadvantage in medical care. All of our
doctors are in urban centers.
Distance makes doctors' trips

(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
The recent cold weather afforded a good subject for discussion and the farmers had
plenty of time to sit by the fire
and make winter crops.
.QielL Bale was absent from
school last week, due to an attack of influenia.
Several pupils
were absent
from school on account of weather conditions last week. The
teachers, however, were there
everyday on schedule and the
school bus was on time also.
Mrs. Loel Hale visited Mrs.
Alvin VTalker in HopkinsvWe
last week.
TT
The Cumberland Telephone
Company's representative was
canvassing this end of the county last week in interest of establishing a line through this community.
Howard DeBoe made a business trip to Hopkinsville last
week.
BICYCLE TURNS LONDON MACHINES — A man on a bicycle provides motive power for a
Mrs. Otho Storms and chil- London factor's machines, normally driven by electricity, during the power shut-down due to
dren spent a few days last week the critical coal shortage. (AP Wirephoto)
with her daughter, Mrs. Aubrey
The earliest known use of aniVickery, of Scottsburg.
mal glue was at least 3,300 years
J. F. Graham, county farm
ago. A stone carving depicting
agent and Miss Wilma Vandiver,
the process of gluing was found
county
home
demonstration
on the site of the ancient city
agent, visited Friendship school
of Thebes.
Mr. G. M. Pedley, Editor
last week. Mr. Graham addressed
The Princeton Leader
the 4-H Club members and disE. Market Street
cussed plans for the coming
Princeton, Kentucky
year. He also presented cash
prizes to the club members who
Dear Mr. Pedley:
did outstanding achievements in
I would like to take this op4-H work last year.
portunity to express my appreciMiss Viola Burton has just
ation to you and to all the sponclosed a term of successful school
soring firms that made possible
work at Hart School.
that fine advertisement in behalf
Mr. Adams and family who
of church attendance in your last
have been residing the past few1
issue of The Princeton Leader. It
years near here have moved to
was a magnificient gesture upon
the Howard Pickering farm near
the part of all concerned.
Scottsburg.
Our attendance yesterday was
Mrs. Ella Gallagher was guest
much larger, so it appears that
of Miss Mary Lou White last
the article did help. I thought
Monday.
the article itself was finely statThurman Allen and George
ed and well presented in all
Allen are both building new
ways.
homes on their farms.
I should also like to express
Mrs. Dewey Fletcher and litmy thanks to you and your staff
for the wonderful cooperation
expensive, and the service is
we have received in the way of
sometimes slow. Hospitalization
publicity through your paper.
insurance and a good hospital
Sincerely yours,
accessable may be the best ansDavid W. Schulherr, pastor
wer.
Established
Central Presbyterian Church
Seventh, parity in income.
1907
Farmers must have parity in income to that of other major
That's What He Gets
segments of our population. They
should not want more than
For Knocking
equal opportunities. To have conSanta Fe, N. M. — (AP) A
tinued prosperous rural communpesky woodpecker has posed a
ities, such parity must be mainproblem here that may boomtained.
erang on him in the end.
These are some of the major
His noisy pecking has disturb"When you buy insurproblems. No doubt there are
ed the slumbers of Mrs. George
others. To solve these problems
H. Wisehart, who appealed to
it will require careful planning,
ance from this Agency, the state game department and
leadership, and work. It requires
city police for "protection against
a united effort.
you are bringing secur- this nuisance."
These are opportunities for
Police advised Mrs. Wisehart
Farm Bureau. They are bigger
to apply to the district court for
than a visable small dividend
permission to have the woodon a $5 farm bureau memberpecker shot.
ship.
Caldwell county, like all other
Everybody reads The Leader!
counties, needs a strong working organization, to join hands
with similar organizations of the
State and Nation to make these
things a reality.

Letters To The
Leader Editor

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

Chicago, (JP)—Two men riding
in a taxicab scowled at the meter and growled: "It'a clickin'
oft the dlmei too fast." They
ordered the drivar to stop, produced a pistol and a wrench, removed the meter
and faded
away In the night.
lo do

Columbus reported that in
1498 some Haitian
cornfieldr
were 18 miles long.

LL DOLLAR

How women and girls
May get wanted relief
from functional periodic pain
Csrdul U a liquid medicine which
many women say ha* brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervout <tr«in of functional period!*
distress. Here's bow It mar help:
Taken Ilk* a tool*
U should stimulate
appetite, aid dictation.* thus help build resistance for the "timer'

1

i**

t" com*.

B U r U < l 3 daye be'.£?R \ O
INTO \
fore "your time". It
'.2'.*<lHl
should help rellera
B t / p * # pain due to purely fnnoW
y
Uonal perloalo causes.
W a s t r y Cardul. If It belpe, you'U
•PR, he glad you did.
<

(Beet Side of Square)
10« Court Square, Princeton
Pho. 470

every young man only knew what so many
old men know — what so many widows know
— he would own more

Life Insurance
M A R K CUNNINGHAM, Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market S t

Phone SI

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

SAL.S3URY SAL
7 HAVEH'T ANY CAUSE TO CRAB,
TEH WS EACH MONTH OH AVI-TAS,
GIVES ME ALL THE LIFT / HEED
TO KEEP ME S0/HC ATfUU SPEEDf

DR S A L S 8 U R V S A V I - T A B n t o y to j i v e ,
moderate in cott. U i t d and r e c o m m e n d s by
thovMndt of poultry laiten fei bud* m tKcif
flock l i t * need a pick-up Suit ftui it m the

The dawn of a new day in agriculture -- The Seaman Tiller
Unthrifty Birds
*
May Need
S^jS&^J
A Tonic
BBa^IJi

-- Now available for custom work.

planting in one operation with a much better seed bed than ever

Wood Drug Store
Phone 611

This new tool prepares for

Princeton,

dreamed of before.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
If
you
suffer
from
rheumatic,
irthritls
or
neuritis
pain,
try
this
«imple
inexpenaive
home
recipe
that
thousands
are
using.
Get
s
package
of
Ru-Ei
Compound, s 2 weeks' aupply today
Mis
ft
with
t
quart
of
water,
add
the
juice
of
4
lemons.
It'a
essy,
pleaaant
and no trouble at all. You need only
)
tabfcapoorfuls
two
times
a
day.
Often
within
41
hour a
—
aometimea
overnight —
aplendid
resulta
arc
obtained.
If
the
pains
do
not
quickly
leave
end
If
you
do
not
feel
better,
Ru-E*
will
cost
you
nothing
to
try
as
ft
Is
•old
by
your
druggist
under
an
absolute
money-back
guarantee.
Ku-Ea
Compound is for sale and recommended by

Pond digging, basement digging, terracing, plowing, disc
moving and grading of dirt, gravel, sand and manure load

Dawson's Drug Store

. . . and who wouldn't?

It's just about

the

most perfect spring coat in the casual manner
we've seen.

100 percent wool.

erbly in an inspired drape with

Tailored supmeticulously

stitched detail on the Napoleonic collar

and

flapped pockets and down the center of the ingeniously cut swing back.

Take your pick of

suits in stitched shoulders — You will like the
way they (it — 100 percent wool.

W. H. Johnson
J. T. OUaanoa

W e have recently installed The Bear aligning system for your convenience

For Immediate
Delivery On

come, first served.

First

First class repair service - all work guaran-

If your front

wheels and steering gear needs checking and

M O N U M E N T S
SEE OUR

Contact us for your Spring needs In custom work.

aligning, see us.

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

&L Tractor

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co,
AM l e i U M

Strut

Phone 87

Princeton,

Phone 284-J
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Hopkinsville Entry
Winner Of Tourney
Played At Dotson Hi
Attuck High, Hopkinsville'!
entry, won the championship of
a basketball tournament played
in Dotson High gym here last
Season's Average In
weekend, beating Madisonville's
Kentucky $39.98 As
entry 43 to 33 in the final game,
played Saturday night before a
AH But 10 Markets
large crowd. Participating teams
Are Closed
included also those from Negro
(By Associated Pr«««)
high schools of Mayfield, HenLouisville — Burley tobacco
derson,
Earlington,
Padueah,
growers in the eight-state pro- Murray and Princeton.
ducing belt almost have hit a record jackpot this season.
1914—about when Burley first
Nearly a quarter billion dol- was used in cigarette manufaclars income has been received ture—according to U. S. Bureau
from sale of their bumper 1946 of Agriculture Economics' figucrop, official figures showed res.
Monday.
The federal department estiTotal income so far has reach- mated co-operative association
ed $248,812,331.
receipts
this s e a s o n
have TWO DIE IN FIRE—Smouldering ruins were all that was left of the home of Mr. and Mrs. StanOnly the 1944 crop put more amounted to about 22 percent ley Newton following a fire in which their two sons, ages 3 and 18 months, were burned to death
money into pockets of the belt's of sales, or approximately 137,- in Berrien Springs, Mich. (Feb. 17) An overheated furnace was blamed. Neither parent was home.
farmers—$271,694,270, according 000,000 pounds, for the govern(AP Wirephoto)
to U. S. Department of Agricul- ment-financed loans on leaf.
ture figures.
These loans are designed to Bible Quiz Contest
Presbyterians To Have
An all-time record high In maintain a "floor" under market
Congregational Meeting
gross sales for any one market- averages by supporting prices. Will Pit Methodist
ing season already has been esThirty-seven
of the Burley Youth Against Adults
Sunday Night, Feb. 2 3
tablished. Ten regular sales cen- belt's 47 regular sales centers
Rev. Charles M. Bunce, pastor
The Youth Fellowship of Ogters are continuing auctions. now have completed 1946-47 auc- den Memorial Methodist Church,
Up
30
Percent
On
Passof the Kentucky Avenue PresGross sales run slightly higher tions. The federal department meeting each Sunday night at
byterian Church, Padueah, will
than actual production since they said the following markets are 6 o'clock in the Youth Worship enger Cars, 40 Perbe In charge of a congregational
include resales of leaf.
continuing season's tag-end sales: Center on the third floor of the
cent On Trucks
meeting of the Central PresbyThe U. S. Agriculture DepartLexington,
Bowling Green, church, has been presenting a
(By Associated Press)
ment reported Monday 623,746,- Danville, , Hopkinsville,
Horse series of unusual programs which
New York — The National terian Church, which has been
130 pounds of leaf had been sold Cave, Maysville, Owensboro and have attracted attention of the
Bureau of Casualty and Surety called for Sunday night, Feb. 23,
in the Burley belt during nine Richmond in Kentucky, Clarks- entire church. Last Sunday's proUnderwriters
announced t h i s at the church.
weeks of sales through last Fri- ville, Tenn., and Ripley, Ohio. gram, which dealt with sacred
Following the night service,
week
revised
increases
In autoday. The average price was The Horse Cave market is sched- music, was given before a
which will be led by Mr. Bunce,
mobile
liability
insurance
rates
$39.89 a hundred pounds.
uled to close after Tuesday's large group of young people
in 27 states, the District of Col- the congregational meeting will
Previous record for gross sales sales, Maysville Feb. 21 and and visiting adults.
umbia and the Territory of Alas- deal with the report of the pul—617,495,051 pounds—was set in Owensbord Feb. 27.
Sunday's program will feature ka. Kentucky is included.
pit committee regarding calling
1944-45. That crop yielded more
Kentucky mAkets sold 22,743,money than the greater pound- 427 pounds last week at a $35.22 a Bible quiz contest, which will
The new rates, effective Mon- a pastor, and other maters which
age sold so far this season be- average, lowest of the season, pit sons and daughters against day, show a 30 percent rise for may arise out of this report. It
of 10
cause the average price then the State Agriculture Depart- their parents. Parents
private . passenger cars and 40 is important that all members
young
persons
have
been
selectwas higher — $44 a hundred- ment said. The department's
percent for commercial vehicles of the church attend this meetweight. These are federal fig- figures showed Kentucky season- ed to vie with their youngsters insured
for property damage. ing, the pastor said.
in the contest, which will settle
ures.
Rev. David W. Schulherr, pasal sales of 430,075,590 pounds, re- who knows more
The
bodily
injury rate changes
about
the
This season's income already ceipts $172,441,424.94, an average
produce a rate level 10 percent tor of the Central Presbyterian
Bible, children or parents.
has eclipsed last season's, when of $40.10. Last season,^ $159,519,Church, will conduct the night
All young persons and adults above prewar level, with minor
607,044,270 pounds brought an 301 was received from a 402,553,service Sunday at the church
variations
by
state
in
the
case
average of $39.42 and returned 3J8-pound state crop which aver- wishing to visit this service are of private passenger cars, the which is being established at Gilextended a warm invitation at
$239,287,629.
aged $39.63.
bertsville.
6 o'clock Sunday night. Refresh- bureau said.
By contrast, the depression•
William
Leslie,
general
manaments will be served,
Donna
year crop of 1931 averaged $8.70
The young of nearly all round
secretary, ger of the bureau, said principal Restaurants Reduce
a hundredweight, lowest since horn deer, are spotted at birth. Calloway, publicity
reasons for the rate adjustments
said.
were a heavy increase in the Ptffces 5 To 20 Percent
Louisville, (JP) — Some Louisrelative number of automobile
John Young Brown To
liability claims received and the ville restaurants have dropped
greater cost of settling these prices from 5 to 20 percent In
Support Clements
recent months, a survey showed.
claims.
t
5
Louisville, Feb. 18, (A )—The
wholesale
Leslie cited four factors as be- Managers reported
Louisville Times today quoted
John Young Brown of Lexing- ing primarily responsible for the price reductions have permitted
ton as saying he would support rise in frequency of claims: the the lower prices, which applied
Second District Rep. Earle C. new high record of automobile particularly to expensive dinners
Clements, Morganfield, for the mileage in 1946; many old and with fancy grade meats.
We make a study of income tax problems,
Democratic nomination for Gov- unsafe cars; increase in average
speeds; lack of road construction Livestock Market
ernor of Kentucky.
and repair during the war.
and give each case special attention.
Sales were steady with a week
age on the Princeton Livestock
Masonic Meeting
Market Monday, it was reported
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
by Dugan Ordway, manager. Toa called meeting 7 P.M. Friday,
tal head sold was 909. Baby
Feb. 21, 1947, to confer the
beeves topped at $20; No. 1
second degree. Brothers take noOffice over Wood's Drug Store
Tel. 520-J
veals, $29; and hogs, $26.
tice. Visiting brothers welcome.
Local And Long Distance
Walter Towery, Secretary.
E. B. Vinson, Jr. Master.
Rates Effective In

Tigers Lose To Providence And Russellville;
Defeat Trigg County
Butler High Tigers will play
the Dawson Springs five tonight, Feb. 20, at 8 o'clock on the
Dawson Springs floor.
The Russellville team defeated
the Tigers, February 17 by the
score of 42 to 29. Butler High
School was defeated February
14, 38 to 31 by the Providence
five.
The Butler High Tigers defeated the Trigg County High
here Thursday night, Feb. 13,
by the score of 34 to 30.
Guess was high point man for
Princeton with 12, while Ricks
was high point man for Trigg
County with 15.
The line-ups:
Princeton 34
Pos
Trigg 30
Franklin
F
Ricks
Hatler
F
C. Francis
Johnson
C
Allen
Barrett
, G
Radford
Morgan
G
R. Francis
Substitutes: Princeton—Guess,
Gilkey; Trigg County—Bush and
Hunter.
The second team of Butler
High School defeated the second team of Trigg County High
by a score of 23 to 17.
Cartwright was high point
man for the Tigers with 6 points
and Birdsong was high point
man for the losers with 6
points.

UK

A FEW Red Cross sewing
chines yet for sale. Call
if interested.
YOUR DOLLAR will buy
not overhead, at Dye Pu
409 S. Main St., Hopkii
Ky. Pbone 81-R.
CURTAINS—39 inches wide
2H yards long. $2.59. Fedi
ed Stores.
SEE RILEY'S Servic7 Sti
and grocery
for batU
tires and auto accessories.
W. Main, Tel. 567-W.

Baker's Dozen Sale
Only two more days to take advantage of BAKER'S D O Z E N SALE
now going on in all Red Front Stores.
February 22nd.

Sale ends Saturday night

Buy 12 of any one item and get one FREE or get

13 for the price of 12.

Sale covers all merchandise in this store

except meat, produce and tobacco products.

W e e k e n d

ROUND,

M e a t

S p e c i a l i

The 1947 winter cauliflower
crop is expected to set a new
record.

PRIME

SIRLOIN OR

CLUB STEAK

RIB R O A S T

CHOICE

SHORT RIB OR

CHUCK ROAST

BRISKET ROAST

4*edJt,

Q u u t i

a n d

GREEN SOLID HEADS,

ROME BEAUTY, U. S. No. 1

CABBAGE

APPLES,

LARQE RED TRIUMPHS

RED PORTO RICAS

NEW POTATOES

5 lbs

10 lbs. 95c:,

B

SWEET POTATOES

RED FRONT

CASH & CARRY STORES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L THE TIME
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily 9 A. M. WSON Henderson, Ky,

TL

p
year, But In1 "
E * 8 bt dropped
fcLl«!uti«»
of c o m

Bfa

u r frord

MONUMENTS: John Davi.
Son. Phone 96.
WE HAVE a good supply of 1
teries
for cars and trul
Hodge Motor Sales, W. W
St. Phone 87.

FARM SURVEYS and drain
—any type of civil engineer!
Call Raymond Syers, 314
Morgan St., Morganfield,
Phone 533 or 152.
PINE LUMBER—We have fid
ing, 6" centermatch. 8", I
and 12" boards and dimensl
Priced right. Steger Lumj
Co. Phone 517-J.
CHILDRENS Dresses— izes ll
3 assorted colors. $2.98. ij
erated Stores.
There Is fossil evidence <1
termites existed in their presl
form 55-million years ago, lfl
before the human race appeal!

By BODENHAMER

...y Schools

Ji

t £ « alary of a Pri
P i ^ h o o l teacher Is I

PAINTING, paper hanging, e i
trie appliance repairs. Wl
guaranteed. Reuben VxkJ
803 N. Jefferson.

P r ^

E<*
E

u

*

of city
wwk.

S1500

E

l0T

t>J

while 1

r , teaching in the j
r L ,

i, $1424

The

sj

Koriocipal is not >ncW
P o t i o n ol <*»» a v e j
L locution r e c o g n i z e s I
B ^ f f l u m «nnual snlarjl

fct er High U dropped J
Elation, its gradj
| , be accepted byJ
L t t or college wtthoi
Etlor
Mr. Taylor I
b padusting from 1
I lot enter «ny coUefl
r „ . y . providing they J
Ejh'rfcen they are •
Et

ftflor

he

K g r y c salary of
I , fehool teschers
L

average

Pn4
<»nl

high

E L 4 teachers i n

fl

the!

Spools in w e s t e r n

K(l

( g d maybe is a l i t t l e
I
I

be believes the

lfl

schol

„ Mayfield a n d

M l

p i pay more. T h e s a l a r j ®
l i . : e r High is

Sanity

higheJ

average, M r .

SLIGHT ERRORS

be obtained

N » state govema
Maessment on p - j

We Now Have
New Equipment
To Clean and
Block Hats

Phone 111
Princeton, Kentucky

B O D E N HAMER
CLEANERS
(.. W BODENHAMER. >ISR.

**** Collapj
J*- Two Kille
•Ktte, Ind.—(A1
section eolla
in Purdue
7 * ' Wiling tw
i|?Urin* 200 ot)
j!* ^ident o,
fim half ended
Wisconsii
U!r*
not r

Most cordially,

The minute your back js
turned, you'll be the center
of high fashion talk in this
exciting dress of rayon crepe.

'

Frank G.Wood
Dana Wood

Princeton

I

r*' Butler High School!
Intel by ihe associaB
k icgaia it is soon as I
L alary requirement
f d bead states. This vfl
tea period of at least I
•tfbg. since the u a H
lei meets only once a I
Ktakr High School has •
•tie library for its slfl
fete required numi
kbtrs for its pupils an A
• other requirements •
•nation. Mr. Taylor M
I Sots Princeton has mifl
Bitterns in high scfl
Ijpidf A high school. I
|r3£ Ins than 100 pufl
fci B high schools, t h M
M by the State Depfl
High School
i somber ot men |
ituchers, Mr. Taylal
•i the salaries are ni
1fiiemen and sort*
»«tocherswill be
fe jobs that pay tl
i * believes.
3* ataation looks hi
wi cannot be rai.J

uniiium

W e wish to thank the many friends
who called, sent greetings and for the many
beautiful flowers which were sent to us on
the occasion of the opening of our new
"LAD-N-DAD" store. W e invite you to drop
in and visit with us at your leisure and will
make every effort to serve your wants in a
business way.

and

r a

WINDOWS — We have justl
ceived a large shipment!
20x 16, 24 x 16, 24 x 24, 24 J
26 x 28, 28 x 28 3 strip top J
dows. Also 8 x 8 , 8 x 10, 1
9 x 12 twelve light wind!
Steger Lumber Co. P)1
517-J.

Thank You!

V e ^ e t a L l e l

PriK*<on

P *

January
Officials of the Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph company announced in notices to
customers here last weekend increases on local and long distance calls.
Increases for long
distance
calls became effective January
11, while the rise for local exchange service took place after
January 11.
Monthly rates for local exchange service in the Princeton
exchange are now as follows:
Business, individual line $1.00;
two-party line, .75; four party
line, .50; extension station .25;
semi-public service, (coin box)
2% cents a day, guarantee; residence, individual line, .25.
The amount of the increase
in rates for message toll service
between points within Kentucky
will be 5 cents for calls where
the present initial period rate
is 20 cents or more'and the distance is not more than 202 miles.
The amount of increase in the
overtime rate on these calls will
not be more than 5 cents.

:7

FOR SALE: Ice box and wa
wardrobe. Good condition.
E. Market St. Tel. 832-W.

ASSORTED gift sets for infJ
— 59c to $1.49. FederJ
Stores.

PhoAe Company
Increases Prices

K. R. Cummins

Ads
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Hopkinsville Entry
Winner Of Tourney
Played At Dotson Hi
Attuck High, Hopkinsville'i
entry, won the championship of
a basketball tournament play«d
in Dotaon High gym here last
Season's Average In
weekend, beating Madisonvllle's
Kentucky $39.98 As
entry 43 to 33 in the final game,
played Saturday night before a
All But 10 Markets
large
crowd. Participating teams
Are Closed
included also those from Negro
(By Aooclattd Pr««t)
high schools of Mayfield, HenLouisville — Burley tobacco
derson,
Earlington,
Paducah,
growers in the eight-state pro- Murray and Princeton.
ducing belt almost have hit a record jackpot this season.
Nearly a quarter billion dollars income has been received
from sale of their bumper 1946
crop, official figures showed
Monday.
Total income so far has reached $248,812,331.
Only the 1944 crop put more
money into pockets of the belt's
farmers—$271,694,270, according
to U. S. Department of Agriculture figures.
An all-time record high in
gross sales for any one marketing season already has been established. Ten regular sales centers are continuing auctions.
Gross sales run slightly higher
than actual production since they
include resales of leaf.
The U. S. Agriculture Department reported Monday 623,746,130 pounds of leaf had been sold
in the Burley belt during nine
weeks of sales through last Friday. The average price was
$39.89 a hundred pounds.
Previous record for gross sales
—617,495,051 pounds—was set in
1944-45. That crop yielded more
money than the greater poundage sold so far this season because the average price then
was higher — $44 a hundredweight. These are federal figures.
This season's income already
has eclipsed last season's, when
607,044,270 pounds brought an
average of $39.42 and returned
$239,287,629.
By contrast, the depressionyear crop of 1931 averaged $8.70
The young of nearly all round
a hundredweight, lowest since horn deet, are spotted at birth.

FOR SALE: 1938 Ford a
truck in good condition
Tib Morse, FarmeriviUj

Tigers Lose To Providence And Russellville;
Defeat Trigg County

TWO DIE IN FIRE—Smouldering ruins were all that was left of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Newton following a fire in which their two sons, ages 3 and 18 months, were burned to death
in Berrien Springs, Mich. (Feb. 17) An overheated furnace was blamed. Neither parent was home.
(AP Wirephoto)

Presbyterians To Have
Congregational Meeting
Sunday Night, Feb. 23
Up 30 Percent On Passenger Cars, 40 Percent On Trucks
(By Associated Press)

New York — The National
Bureau of Casualty and Surety
Underwriters announced t h i s
week revised increases in automobile liability insurance rates
in 27 states, the District of Columbia and the Territory of Alaska. Kentucky is included.

John Young Brown To
Support Clements
Louisville, Feb. 18, {JP)—The
Louisville Times today quoted
John Young Brown of Lexington as saying he would support
Second District Rep. Earle C.
Clements, Morganfield, for the
Democratic nomination for Governor of Kentucky.

We make a study of income tax problems,
and give each case special attention.

Masonic Meeting

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7 P.M. Friday,
Feb. 21, 1947, to confer the
second degree. Brothers take notice. Visiting brothers welcome.
Walter Towery, Secretary.
E. B. Vinson, Jr. Master.

K. R. Cummins
Office over Wood's Drug Store

Tel. 520-.T

Only two more days to take advantage of BAKER'S DOZEN SALE
now going on in all Red Front Stores.
February 22nd.

Sale ends Saturday night

Buy 12 of any one item and get one FREE or get

13 for the price of 12.

Sale covers all merchandise in this store

except meat, produce and tobacco products.

W e e k e n d
B
ROUND,

M e a t
E

E

,

F

CLUB STEAK

RIB ROAST

CHOICE

SHORT RIB OR

CHUCK ROAST

BRISKET ROAST

Q-n&ilt

Q t u u l i

a n d

GREEN SOLID HEADS,

ROME BEAUTY, U. S. No. 1

CABBAGE

APPLES,

LARQE RED TRIUMPHS

RED PORTO RICAS

NEW POTATOES

5 lbs,

RED

Local And Long Distance
Rates Effective In
January

chines

yet

for

if interested.

sale. Call]

YOU R "DOLLA R will b ^ J
not overhead, at Dye PiJ
409 -S. Main St., HopkiaJ
JCy. Phone 81-R.
|
CURTAINS—39 inches wid»|
2H y»rds long. $2.59. FeJ
ed Stores.
SEE RILEY'S Service Stj
and grocery for battJ
tires and auto accessories |
W. Main, Tel. 567-W.
FOR SALE: Ice box and wj
wardrobe. Good condition.
E. Market St. Tel. 832-*'
WINDOWS — We have jud
ceived a large shipment
20 x 18, 24 x 16, 24x24, 2<J
26 x 28, 28 x 28 3 strip top \
dows. Also 8x8, 8 x 10, 1
9 x 12 twelve light wind]
Steger Lumber Co. W
517-J.
MONUMENTS: John~D^kj
Son. Phone 96.
WE HAVE a good supply oil
teries for cars and tni
Hodge Motor Sales, W. .y
St Phone 87.

FARM SURVEYS and drain
—any type of civil engineer!
Call Raymond Syers, 314
Morgan St., Morganfield, ;
Phone 533 or 152.
PINE LUMBER—We have fli
ing, 6" centermatch, 8",
and 12" boards and dimeni
Priced right. Steger Lum
Co. Phone 517-J.
CHILDRENS Dresses— sizes B
3 assorted colors. $2.98. fl
erated Stores.
There is fossil evidence I
termites existed in their prei
form 55-miIlion years ago, li
before the human race appeal

Livestock Market
Bales were steady with a week
agft on the Princeton Livestock
Market Monday, it was reported
by Dugan Ordway, manager. Total head sold was 909. Baby
beeves topped at $20; No. 1
veals, $29; and hogs, $26.

By

A FEW Red Cross

PAINTING, paper hanging, d
trie appliance repairs. Wi
guaranteed. Reuben Vicki
803 N. Jefferson.

Louisville, (JP) — Some Louisville restaurants have dropped
prices from 5 to 20 percent in
recent months, a survey showed.
Managers reported
wholesale
price reductions have permitted
the lower prices, which applied
particularly to expensive dinners
with fancy grade meats.

Officials of the Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph company announced in notices to
customers here last weekend increases on local and long distance calls.
Increases for long
distance
calls became effective January
11, while the rise for local exchange service took place after
January II.
Monthly rates for local exchange service in the Princeton
exchange are now as follows:
Business, individual line $1.00;
two-party line, .75; four party
line, .50; extension station .25;
semi-public service, (coin box)
2 Vi cents a day, guarantee; residence, individual line, .25.
The amount of the increase
in rates for message toll service
between points within Kentucky
will be 5 cents for calls where
the present initial period rate
is 20 cents or more "and the distance is not more than 202 miles.
The amount of increase in the
overtime rate on these calls will
not be more than 5 cents.

rum passed — Hold*
Worlds Records — lrnn]
delivery. Free Broodiij|
tins. Helm Hatchery, f

BODENHAMER

B

SWEET POTATOES

FRONT

CASH & CARRY STORES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L THE TIME

'onders Of Liqui
•"•W Friday, Fi

We Now Have
New Equipment
To Clean and
Block Hats

"a8en of Liquid
^•oied Friday
i * « n o'cioc]

Phone 111
Princeton, Kentucky

6(1

BODENHAMUK
CLEANERS
L. W. BODENHAMER. JMCR.

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily 9 A. M. WSON Henderson, Ky.

The minute your back is
turned, you'll be the center
of high fashion talk in this
exciting dress of rayon crepe.

Most cordially,

FrankG.Wood
Dana Wood

Ki«h School
Ihs is tht -vina

Ws J

World's Fair
•3 mining The d
'he public, 2
"
SUJHT
- r.'.cnq

W e wish to thank the many friends
who called, sent greetings and for the many
beautiful flowers which were sent to us on
the occasion of the opening of our new
"LAD-N-DAD" store. W e invite you to drop
in and visit with us at your leisure and will
make every effort to serve your wants in a
business way.

and

BatlM High School
sting by the associa
Kpxn it as soon as
I ntoy requirement
t held states. This ^
!« period of at leastj
tiling, since the assocj
I meets only once a !
Her High School has (
e library for its si
the required nurrd
km for its pupils anj
ofet requirements |
astioa, Mr. Taylor 4
kct Princeton has md
Undents in high scj
jrtde A high school, j
>V less than 100 puj
it b high schools, the]
«by the State DeJ

SLIGHT ERRORS

Thank You!

V e ^ e t a L U i

10 lbs. 95<£,

Phone Company
Increases Prices

Approved -

Government

ASSORTED gift sets for in
— 59c to $1.49. Fede
Stores.

Restaurants Reduce
Hfaes 5 To 2 0 Percent

The 1947 winter cauliflower
crop is expected to set a new
record.

PRIME

SIRLOIN OR

The new rates, effective Monday, show a 30 percent rise for
private . passenger cars and 40
percent for commercial vehicles
insured for property damage.
The bodily injury rate changes
produce a rate level 10 percent
above prewar level, with minor
variations by state in the case
of private passenger cars, the
bureau said.
- William Leslie, general manager of the bureau, said principal
reasons for the rate adjustments
were a heavy increase in the
relative number of automobile
liability claims received and the
greater cost of settling these
claim*.
t
Leslie cited four factors as being primarily responsible for the
rise in frequency of claims: the
new high record of automobile
mileage in 1946; many old and
unsafe cars; increase in average
speeds; lack of road construction
and repair during the war.

Rev. Charles M. Bunce, pastor
of the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian Church, Paducah, will
be in charge of a congregational
meeting of the Central Presbyterian Church, which has been
called for Sunday night, Feb. 23,
at the church.
Following the night service,
which will be led by Mr. Bunce,
the congregational meeting will
deal with the report of the pulpit committee regarding calling
a pastor, and other maters which
may arise out of this report. It
is important that all members
of the church attend this meeting, the pastor said.
Rev. David W. Schulherr, pastqr of the Central Presbyterian
Church, will conduct the night
service Sunday at the church
which is being established at Gilbe rtsville.

Butler High Tigers will play
the Dawson Springs five tonight, Feb. 20, at 8 o'clock on the
Dawson Springs floor.
The Russellville team defeated
the Tigers, February 17 by the
score of 42 to 29. Butler High
School was defeated February
14, 38 to 31 by the Providence
five.
The Butler High Tigers defeated the Trigg County High
here Thursday night, Feb. 13,
by the score of 34 to 30.
Guess was high point man for
Princeton with 12, while Ricks
was high point man for Trigg
County with 19.
The line-ups:
Princeton 34
Pos
Trigg 30
Franklin
F
Ricks
Hatler
F C. Francia
Johnson
C
Allen
Barrett
, G
Radford
Morgan
G
R. Francia
Substitutes: Princeton—Guess,
Gilkey; Trigg County—Bush and
Hunter.
The second team of Butler
High School defeated the second team of Trigg County High
by a score of 23 to 17.
Cartwright was high point
man for the Tigers with 6 points
and Birdsong was high point
man for the losers with 8
points.

II At *«'
vvsr AI»*K.

ORDER HELM S CHTCRg
—Save early order <jj,0

Princeton

